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T

he seasons steal by in 2020. First
spring, then summer... Now, we enter
autumn with few illusions.

Millions of Americans remain unemployed.
More than 165,000 are dead. Hotspots are
increasingly moving from cities to small
towns. Any return to school is haphazard
at best. And the upcoming election has the
potential to dramatically shift our nation.
Americans are getting desperate.
There is no simple way out of this crisis of
our own making. And the slow-moving
financial catastrophe brought about by the
government’s response to the pandemic is
only going to get worse.
Editor in Chief P.J. O’Rourke kicks us off
this month with a deep dive into Democratic
presidential candidate Joe Biden’s many,
many, many plans for America.
Joining us for the first time... and with many
more to follow... is award-winning journalist
Trish Regan. She shares a tale of her travels
in socialist Venezuela – and concludes with a
stark warning for America.
Our financial coverage for industries and
sectors hit by COVID-19 continues...
•B
 uy real estate in COVID-19 times, writes
Kendra Todd – who both won The Apprentice
and worked with now-President Donald
Trump on his record-breaking $95 million
sale of a Palm Beach oceanfront estate.
•B
 ut dump airlines, Bill McGilton and
Warren Buffett say... as we wonder which
major airline will be the first to go bankrupt.
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• Dr. Steve Sjuggerud shows that the Melt Up
is back, with the market moving past the
pandemic... and why you must be invested
as stocks soar far higher than anyone
imagines.
• Wall Street truth-teller Joel Litman details
the “At-Home Revolution” and how loss
aversion can make your potential profits
vanish.
As always, we’re watching Twitter so you don’t
have to... Dr. David Eifrig has 10 tips to save
in COVID-19 times... And globetrotting
financial writer Kim Iskyan shows how the
debt jubilee is going global.
And don’t miss... Libertarian journalist John
Stossel details why private business succeeded
where NASA failed in the space race. Stanford
economics professor John B. Taylor shows
that school choice is the only option for
improving America’s education system.
Pat Buchanan labels today a stress test of a
straining superpower... and one we might fail.
Finally, Executive Editor Buck Sexton takes
us full circle with a look at Joe Biden and his
habit of saying things that are barely coherent
and often absurd... and why Joe may be a
Trojan horse candidate for the far-left agenda.
Please read and share our latest magazine,
and tell us what you think at feedback@
americanconsequences.com.
Regards,
Steven Longenecker
Publisher, American Consequences

ADVERTORIAL

The COVID image they
don’t want you to see
The coronavirus hysteria is back
dominating the headlines.
But there’s one chart that “they” –
power-hungry politicians and the
mainstream media – don’t want you
to see…
This image – created with
official CDC data – shows that
COVID-related deaths are nearly
back to pre-pandemic levels.
So why all the hysteria?
It all has to do with Election 2020.

And it has some pretty eye-opening
consequences for Baby Boomers
and anyone else in or nearing
retirement.
This is the most important
COVID analysis out there…

ADVERTORIAL

THE “BIG LIE”
ALL OVER YOUR TELEVISION

How many times have you heard these
phrases this year...
We’re all in this together...
The new normal...
Unprecedented...
Challenging times...
Hundreds, maybe even thousands?
But one multimillionaire business owner
from Maryland is urging you to look a
little deeper...
He says:
While most people are focusing on face
masks and stimulus checks... they’re
ignoring what’s really happening... the
NEXT big and inevitable event, which
will determine your financial future...
and how much you have for retirement.
This same man, a renowned stock
market expert followed by hundreds
of thousands of readers, also predicted

the collapse of General Motors, the
bankruptcy of Fannie Mae and Freddie
Mac in 2008, and the exact bottom of
the market earlier this year.
Now, he’s released a bombshell new
presentation you’ll never see anywhere
in the mainstream media.
He claims most Americans are falling
for a “Big Lie” right now that’ll make
the rich richer while most folks get left
behind.
To see if you’re buying into the “Big
Lie” check out his controversial free
presentation while it’s still online here.
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From Editor in Chief

P.J. O’Rourke

E
R
’
U
O
Y
Now I’ll tell you what you’re thanking me
for...

I just read Joe Biden’s presidential campaign
platform so you don’t have to.
If you’re thinking, “Thanks anyway, but I’ll
read it for myself,” think again...
Joe has 43 exhaustively detailed platform
planks. My print-out totaled 564 pages, and
that’s not counting the pleas for campaign
donations and campaign volunteers tacked
onto the end of each document or the
full text of “Joe’s Leadership During the
COVID-19 Pandemic” that sends you down
a rabbit hole of links to everything Joe has
ever said about the coronavirus.



CLICK

HERE

TO READ
THE WEB
VERSION
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I burned through an ink cartridge and wasted
more than a reforestation’s worth of copy
paper. (Joe has a plan for reforestation – Joe
has a plan for everything.) I used up three pads
of Post-it Notes, dried out four highlighter
pens, and spent three days I’ll never get back
reading and annotating Joe’s platform. In the
middle of the second day, I had to lie down in
a darkened room with a cold compress on my
forehead.

LETTER FROM THE EDITOR
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E
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But although Joe has a plan for everything
and can’t shut up when explaining his plans,
he doesn’t make it easy to find out exactly
what these plans are. (And perhaps that’s
a wise move for someone trying to attract
“Anybody-But-Trump” moderate voters.)

Woah! You better
.
recycle that, P.J

Click on that, and you’ll be presented with a
list of (not very enticing) options. Ignoring
“Home,” “Joe’s Story,” “Action Center,”
“The Latest,” “Store,” “How to Vote,” and
“En Español,” click on “Joe’s Vision.” This
will take you to “Bold Ideas.” Beneath that
heading, there’s an array of 43 boxes similar
to Jeopardy! categories. (And unless you lack
any political conservatism whatsoever and
are bereft of every libertarian principle, the
“jeopardy” comparison is apt.)

Photo: AP Images

If you care to repeat my reading experience,
you’ll have to go to the “Joe Biden for
President: Official Campaign Website” and
get past all the pestering for donations and
amateurish videos of Joe interacting with
highly diverse and moderately enthusiastic
supporters until you find the little “Menu”
icon among the screen clutter.

American Consequences
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What you find when you open the first box
sets the tone:
The Biden Plan to Secure Environmental
Justice and Equitable Economic Opportunity
in a Clean Energy Future... While Rubbing
His Tummy and Patting His Head and
Spinning a Plate on His Toe
Ok, I invented the last part, but you get
the general idea. And please excuse me for
reprinting (without invention) the exquisitely
dull paragraph that follows. It, in turn, sets
the tone for how Biden’s general ideas are
specifically presented.

The Biden Plan to Secure
Environmental Justice
and Equitable Economic
Opportunity in a Clean
Energy Future... While
Rubbing His Tummy and
Patting His Head and
Spinning a Plate on His Toe
The current COVID-19 pandemic
reminds us how profoundly the energy
and environmental policy decisions
of the past have failed communities
of color – allowing systemic shocks,
persistent stressors, and pandemics to
disproportionately impact communities of
color and low-income communities.
That’s Joe telling us what he’s going to do
about pollution.
His “It’s the End of the World – Poor and
Minorities Hardest Hit” attitude persists
through all 564 pages. So does the pretentious
8
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and silly verbiage – “disproportionately
impact,” “persistent stressors,” “systemic
shocks,” “environmental justice,” etc. Every
one of the 43 platform planks seems to have
been written by perfervid freshmen politicalscience majors in a dorm room bull session
after taking methamphetamine.
To give the briefest of examples, there’s this
phrase from “The Biden Plan for Combating
Coronavirus (COVID-19)”: “Stand up a
Pandemic Testing Board to massively surge a
nationwide campaign... “
The platform planks are numbingly
repetitious, full of grammatical errors, and
occasionally just stupid. The little Jeopardy!
box that you open to read Joe’s policy
prescriptions for increasing the physical safety
of women is labeled “The Biden Plan for
Violence Against Women.”
However, the real problem with Joe’s
campaign platform is quantitative not
qualitative. All presidential candidates make
a lot of promises, but there is a point where
“a lot” turns into a multitude, a profusion, a
passel, a slew, oodles, scads, heaps, piles, and
– frankly – a shitload. And then the promises,
by dint of sheer number, become lies...
Joe is lying his head off. He promises a
carbon-pollution-free power sector by 2035,
a net-zero emissions national economy by
2050, and the creation of “millions of jobs
producing clean electric power for American
families and businesses,” presumably by
rubbing our socks on the carpet and touching
the doorknob.
Plus Joe promises “decarbonizing the food

LETTER FROM THE EDITOR
and agriculture sector.” This is strange because
I was under the impression that almost all
the food we eat comes from carbon-based life
forms.
If we have any food to eat... Joe comes
very close to promising the nationalization
of agriculture with a declaration that new
agricultural technologies and seed stocks
“should be developed and owned by the
American people, not private companies who
can use patents to expand profits.” And he
comes close again in his proposal for “making
sure small and medium-sized farms and
producers have access to fair markets... and
get fair prices.” Here come price controls.
Joe promises to create 250,000 jobs plugging
abandoned gas and oil wells and reclaiming
abandoned mines, part of his promise for
“conserving 30% of America’s lands and
waters by 2030.” Quit splashing in that mud
puddle, Johnny, it’s a national park.
Joe promises 1 million new jobs in the
American auto industry, although he
also promises to establish “ambitious fuel
economy standards,” raise the gas tax, build
the “cleanest, safest, fastest rail system in the
world,” and provide public transit for every
city with a population of more than 100,000.
(Bend, Oregon gets light rail! To take you to
– according to Wikipedia – the last remaining
officially licensed Blockbuster video store in
the world.)
Also, I’m sure the 1 million new autoindustry workers will be interested to hear
Joe’s lament that “families rely on cars, which
can be a big financial burden [and] clog
roadways.”

Those roadways, Joe promises, will have
500,000 electric-vehicle charging stations. But
you won’t need them because Joe promises
“new highways that can charge electric cars
while in transit” (and add a spark to the lives
of America’s school-crossing guards).
Unfortunately, the highways won’t work
for Uber drivers... because there won’t be
any Uber drivers. Joe promises “tough
enforcement to end the misclassification of
workers as independent contractors” and to
make sure that “workers in the ‘gig economy’”
receive “full benefit packages.”

Plus Joe promises
“decarbonizing the food
and agriculture sector.” This
is strange because I was
under the impression that
almost all the food we eat
comes from carbon-based
life forms.
But that’s OK... With Joe as president, you
won’t need to work in the gig economy. You
can flip “fair-price” hamburgers (perhaps
available with a ration card at the “fair
market”). Joe promises to raise the minimum
wage to $15 an hour and index the minimum
wage to the local “median hourly wage”
and eliminate the “tipped minimum wage”
loophole that allows restaurants to hire cheap
help. (Yet, somehow, Joe “will also support
small businesses like restaurants during this
economic crisis.”)
Or, with Joe as president, you won’t need
to work at all... You can go to college.
American Consequences
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Joe promises that all public colleges and
universities will be tuition-free for families
with incomes under $125,000. Historically
Black colleges, tribal colleges, and “minority
serving institutions” will be tuition-free too,
and all federal student debt incurred at them
will be forgiven.
Two years of community college “or other
high-quality training” will be free for
everyone. Student loan payments under the
Public Service Loan Forgiveness and “incomebased repayment” programs will be cut in
half. Student debt will be dischargeable by
bankruptcy. And “students will be able to use
their Pell grants, state aid, and other aid to
help them cover expenses beyond tuition and
fees.” Cue Prince’s Little Red Corvette...

For second, third, and
fourth responders and
other such, Joe promises
to “spur the construction
of 1.5 million sustainable
homes and housing units.”
Of course, you can’t go to college until you’ve
gone to primary school – as soon as you can
walk. Joe promises universal pre-K for threeand four-year-olds. And he promises “double
the number of psychologists, guidance
counselors, nurses, social workers, and other
health professionals in our schools.” Although
whether this is a promise or a threat, I’m not
sure. Johnny, if you don’t sit down and behave,
I’ll send you to the “other” health professional.
The school psychologists, anyway, will
be busy. In “The Biden Plan for Full
10
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Participation and Equality for People with
Disabilities,” Joe cites “emotional disturbance”
as a disability, which will pretty much require
one full-time government-funded shrink for
every teenager in the nation.
None of these people, however, will have to
worry about where they live. Joe promises to
“expand housing benefits for first-responders,
public school educators, and other public
and national service workers.” Although, Joe
also promises “the mobilization of health care
workers nationwide.” (Your draft notice is
in the mail. And I hope you like your new
barracks.)
For second, third, and fourth responders
and other such, Joe promises to “spur the
construction of 1.5 million sustainable homes
and housing units.”
Although you may not get to live in them
because Joe promises to “increase the number
of refugees we welcome into the country” and
“welcome immigrants in our communities”...
while also making sure “that employers are
not taking advantage of immigrant workers”
(by, you know, hiring them for jobs that can
be done by unskilled people who can’t speak
English, or something).
But don’t worry about having a roof over your
head. Joe promises to make “housing a right
for all” with “a new Homeowner and Renter
Bill of Rights” which will “protect tenants
from eviction” and “eliminate exclusionary
zoning” (in case you want to start a trailer
park in your driveway).
Where you’ll be housed is another matter.
Joe promises to “ensure growth is shared by

LETTER FROM THE EDITOR
communities across the country.” Paducah
is lovely in the spring. Or you might just
wind up on the wrong side of the tracks.
Joe promises to alter “local regulations to
eliminate sprawl and allow for denser, more
affordable housing near public transit.”
Wherever you wind up, you’ll have “universal,
reliable, affordable, and high-speed Internet,”
Joe promises.
So you’ll be fine... Unless, of course, you
try to make money. Joe promises to “keep
well-off business owners from using any
program to unjustly enrich themselves.” And
if you’ve already unjustly enriched yourself,
don’t go trying to save and invest that money.
Joe promises to close “loopholes in our tax
system that reward wealth, not work.” He
promises he’ll be “getting rid of capital gains
tax loopholes” and will “restore the 39.6% top
tax rate” and raise the cap on Social Security
taxes while he’s at it. Joe promises “commonsense tax reforms that finally make sure the
wealthiest Americans pay their fair share.” You
probably didn’t even know you were a wealthy
American – but you’ll find out that you are...
if Joe keeps his promises.
Which, with the unfortunate exception of
the tax increases, he cannot conceivably do.
I have, so far, barely skimmed the flotsam
and jetsam from the surface of the ocean of
promises Joe makes. While navigating, with
increasing mal de mer, the bounding main
of his campaign platform (soon to fill the
recycling bin to its brim), I did my best to
keep a list of Joe’s promises. That list is 25
pages long.
The promises range from the grandiose and

delusive – “Protect and Empower Women
Globally” – to the disturbingly picayune –
“Create a ‘Safer for Shoppers’ program that
gives compliant businesses a sign for their
window.”
Some proposals exude a whiff of
totalitarianism, such as the promise to
“Ensure questions about sexual orientation
and gender identity are included in national
surveys and data collection efforts... including
the decennial Census.” While other items on
the Biden agenda smell of a total divorce from
reality: “smarter cities that can withstand
storms, floods, heat, wildfires, sea level rise,
and more.” Alexa, drain the basement.

You probably didn’t even
know you were a wealthy
American – but you’ll find
out that you are... if Joe
keeps his promises.
Joe makes all the standard-issue liberal
promises, of course. He’ll lead us, without
map or compass (or caveat), into the Green
New Deal’s impenetrable jungle of policies
and endless wilderness of expense.
Joe will provide “a public option health
plan” that will cover contraception and
abortion, restore federal funding to Planned
Parenthood, and “codify Roe v. Wade” into
federal law. (But he won’t, presumably, go so
far as to make having babies illegal.)
Joe will lower the cost of health care insurance
for middle-class families, “cutting their
premiums almost in half,” slash prescriptiondrug prices, limit price increases of generic
American Consequences
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drugs to the inflation rate, and allow
consumers to buy prescription drugs from
other countries. (Ukraine, maybe?)
Joe will not only expand Medicaid eligibility,
but (another whiff of totalitarianism) he’ll do
so by “automatically enrolling... individuals
when they interact with certain institutions
(such as public schools) or other programs
for low income populations.” Buying your
groceries with a SNAP EBT card? Turn your
head and cough.

When my son was 10, he got
a .22 for Christmas. Can Santa
pass a background check?
That North Pole address
looks fishy – especially what
with global warming filling
the Arctic with swimming
elves and reindeer.
Joe will decriminalize cannabis, end “all
incarceration for drug use alone” (no
sharing!), eliminate mandatory minimum
prison sentences, end the death penalty, and
appoint the first African-American woman
to Supreme Court (whether she wants to go
there or not).
Joe will pass the Equal Rights Amendment,
“reverse the transgender military ban,” roll
back “broad religious exemptions to existing
nondiscrimination laws and policies,” and
“restore transgender students’ access to sports,
bathroom, and locker rooms in accordance
with their gender identity.” (Where did
the girl’s field hockey team get that 6’4”
goalkeeper with a beard?)
12
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Joe will institute public financing of elections,
pass a “Constitutional amendment to
entirely eliminate private dollars from our
federal elections,” ban all contributions from
lobbyists “to those who [sic] they lobby,”
and provide matching funds for “federal
candidates receiving small dollar donations.”
Loved all of those $5 contributions you got,
Bernie, here’s another fiver from the Treasury.
Joe “will immediately do away with
the Trump Administration’s draconian
immigration policies” and “ensure asylum
laws protect people fleeing persecution.”
Though, I doubt this asylum will include
people fleeing persecution from Joe’s threat
to “hold corporate executives personally
accountable – including jail time when
merited” if they violate environmental
regulations or labor laws.
Joe will reinstate the assault-weapon ban
(never mind that this is a law about how
guns look, not what guns do). He’ll hold gun
manufacturers liable for damages if one of
the guns they made hurts someone. (Next,
I guess, is holding cement mixers liable if I
drop a concrete block on my foot.) He’ll make
background checks mandatory not just for gun
sales but for every kind of gun transfer.
When my son was 10, he got a .22 for
Christmas. Can Santa pass a background
check? That North Pole address looks fishy –
especially what with global warming filling
the Arctic with swimming elves and reindeer.
Also, Santa, “Whatcha gonna do when
they come for you?” Joe promises to “notify
law enforcement when a potential firearms
purchaser fails a background check” –
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whether the guy gets a gun or not.
There’s all this... and much, much more...
And yet – whether he seems to be awake
or not – at least Joe isn’t woke. Biden is a
member of the old-fashioned liberal elite,
not the modern loony Left. He uses every
imaginable pretext to pledge “good-paying
union jobs.” He wimps out on the question of
slavery reparations: “a Biden Administration
will support a study of reparations.” (Italics
added, but – given what happens when
politicians “study” an issue – not needed.)
He even makes two brief favorable mentions
of “advanced nuclear reactors” to produce
electricity. Joe is not a modern loony Leftist.
But he’s a reminder of just how loony the oldfashioned liberal elite can be.
The concept of “governmental overreach” is
beyond the elite’s comprehension. “President
Biden will ensure that no child’s future
is determined by their zip code, parent’s
income, race, or disability” claims “Joe’s Plan
for Educators, Students, and our Future.”

Official White House Photo

Also beyond liberal comprehension is the
notion that liberal elites don’t control the
universe. “The Biden Plan for Combating
Coronavirus (COVID-19)” contains the
statement “Biden would also get ahead of this
year’s seasonal flu... “ which will break out
before Joe is in any governmental position at all.
With governmental elitism comes a contempt
for the people who are to be governed.
They are pissed upon from a great height
as in “Lift Every Voice: The Biden Plan for
Black America” where Joe declares, without
embarrassment, that he’ll “give local elected

officials the tools and resources they need to
combat gentrification.”
And the liberal elite worldview does not
seem to be a view of the world that the rest
of us live in. Here, from “The Biden Plan for
Ending Gun Violence,” is Joe’s proposal to
“tackle urban gun violence” with something
called “Group Violence Intervention” which
“organizes community leaders to work with
individuals most likely to commit acts of gun
violence, express the community’s demand
that the gun violence stop, and connect
individuals who may be likely perpetrators
with social and economic support services
that may deter violent behavior.” (Take that,
Crips and Bloods!)
There’s nothing senile about Joe... There’s
nothing wrong with his brain... His thinking
is terrifyingly clear... Joe is an all too actively
minded idiot.

And yet – whether he
seems to be awake or not
– at least Joe isn’t woke.
Biden is a member of the
old-fashioned liberal elite,
not the modern loony Left.
(P.S. Lest my editor’s letter this month be
taken as an endorsement of Joe Biden’s
opponent, I hereby promise that next month’s
Letter From the Editor will rip into Donald
Trump’s 2020 presidential campaign and
take no prisoners.)

g you.
P.J. - I'm watchin

American Consequences
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FROM OUR INBOX
Re: Our Newest Readers
Weigh In

YOU WRITE, WE RESPOND

Almost fell out of my chair laughing! – Dave M.
P.J. O’Rourke comment: And

some of the
serious stuff we print can also knock you over,
Dave. We suggest that American Consequences
readers peruse the magazine while sitting on
the floor.
I like what you have written and agree with
you. Keep up the excellent work. – T.G.
P.J. O’Rourke comment: And

we agree with you,
T.G. Keep up the excellent support of the
work we’re doing!
Your inputs and ideas are the best!
– Gonzalo C.
P.J. O’Rourke comment: And

we’re not going to
disagree with you either, Gonzalo.
PJ as usual has taken the temperature of
the time and come up with an admirable
response and a potential remedy. – Dave C.
P.J. O’Rourke comment: Thanks,

Dave. And I’ll
resist making any jokes about where I put the
thermometer to take the temperature of the times.

Re: Things I Say to Drive My
‘Woke’ Kids Nuts
I’m still laughing and I’m going to read this
to my two “woke” granddaughters, one of
which is vegan, and I can’t wait till I get to
14
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the Spotify and Liberace part. Our family is
Heinz 57 flavors as far as genealogy, French,
Irish, Colombian, Caribbean Black, Spanish
and god knows what else but because I’m a
contractor and we have a tendency to keep
things simple (as everything looks like a
nail seeking a hammer mentality) and we’re
not as sophisticated as reporters. They’re
getting rice with a few carrots and onions.
– Richard S.
P.J. O’Rourke comment: Richard,

you have
a gastronomically lucky family tree with
branches of wonderful cuisines that you can
“appropriate” – from yourself! I’ll bet even the
rice with carrots and onions is delicious. At
our house, we’re just Irish (“Boil everything!”)
and part German (“Then serve it with
sauerkraut.”)
Very funny AND insightful comment about
your kids and the woke state of mind. Back
in the '60s I was a working-class kid going
to college working on Interstate 10 from El
Paso to Lordsburg, NM, in the summer to
pay my own way. Most of my friends were in
the same situation, and we loved the term
“Mustang Maoist” mocking the rich (middle
and upper middle class kids and others)
who drove up to the street barricades in
their Mustangs that momma and daddy
bought for them. I think the first time I heard
that term was reading about Mark Rudd – a
street rad leader then.
The anti-war crowd was a little different
but shares some of the fundamental
characteristics of the current crowd; some

of them actually knew a little about Marx
and Hegel instead of the few slogans
that some fool professor has shared with
the newbies. They still wouldn’t admit
that Marxism in its various forms was
universally lethal, oppressive, economically
devastating and the “dictatorship of the
proletariat” never got a chance because all
that happened was that the old tyrants got
replaced by a small class of new and much
more deadly tyrants. – Kent C.
P.J. O’Rourke comment: Kent,

you are – as we
Mustang Maoists used to say – “Right on!”
And I’m glad that you had the sense to turn
us loudmouths off. I should have known
better myself. My family was hanging on to
the bottom rung of the middle class by their
fingernails. So, as a ‘60s protester, I wasn’t
really a rich idiot – I was just an idiot.
Meanwhile, for those too young to remember
Mark Rudd or who have given him a welldeserved forgetting... Mark was a left-wing
SDS (Students for a Democratic Society)
organizer and the leader of the 1968 take-over
and occupation of Columbia University by
anti-Vietnam War protestors. He was one of
the founders of the SDS off-shoot terrorist
group called the Weather Underground. In
1970, he had to go into hiding after three of
his fellow terrorists blew themselves to bits
while making bombs in the basement of a
Greenwich Village townhouse owned by the
wealthy parents of Weather Underground
member Cathy Wilkerson (who was more
like a Rolls Royce Radical than a Mustang
Maoist). Rudd surrendered to authorities in

1977, served less than a year in jail, and then
taught mathematics at Central New Mexico
Community College – in Albuquerque, up I-25
from where you were pouring concrete, Kent.
From what I can tell from Googling around,
none of the working-class kids Rudd taught
(and I hope his arithmetic added up better
than his politics) were impressed or could
have cared less that their instructor was a
former ‘60s Marxist icon.
Marx had a lot to say about the working class,
but he never bothered to talk to a worker.
I took the time to investigate what
Europeans ate before the potato was
introduced. It’s the turnip. Threaten the kids
with a steady diet of turnips and milk (fresh
from the cow, the natural way). – RJS
P.J. O’Rourke comment: Thank

you for your
research, RJS. From now on, my children will
be getting nothing but baked turnips, mashed
turnips, turnip chips, French fried turnips,
turnip salad, and turnip tots, accompanied by
milk right out of the udder, and all served in
the smelly barn.
Your article today was awesome. I so
enjoyed it this Monday morning. I could
just picture all of that going on with your
20-somethings in these days and times. You
must have the patience of a Saint... yeah,
that’s it; Saint O’Rourke! – Lyle N.
P.J. O’Rourke comment: Hmm...

Father
Gilhooey at my local parish might beg to
differ with that last point. The only candles
anyone’s ever lit to me were on birthday cakes
(and over the past few years those are getting
American Consequences
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to be a somewhat hellish fire hazard). But
thank you for your kind words, Lyle.

Re: How Crypto Will Quietly
Go Mainstream
I have a son-in-law studying for his
accountancy exams. He has been staying
with us and said cryptocurrencies are part of
his homework on the syllabus.
In order to give him background info, I
forwarded your e-mail to give him a wide
sense of the possible future of cryptos... I
think Porter’s own conversion has convinced
me to wake up and smell the crypto coffee.
– Michael Y.
Steven Longenecker comment: Michael,

we frankly hadn’t considered the idea
that cryptocurrency was in accounting
coursework, but it makes perfect sense. We’ve
heard that about 10% of Americans currently
hold some type of cryptocurrency – so it
makes sense that those gains are going to be
increasingly relevant on their taxes. Thank
you for writing in and sharing... and we wish
your son-in-law the best on his exams.
Bitcoin is not a coin, not gold, like the oneounce coin we normally see an image of
when bitcoin is depicted. Those images,
along with the two vertical lines through the
"B" are meant to give the illusion that bitcoin
is real, like a dollar bill or a gold coin, that
it has real value when it is just an arbitrary
construct, a digit created from nothing, is,
well, it's nothing but an abstraction.
– Henry P.
16
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Steven Longenecker comment: We’ll

set aside
gold for a moment, Henry, and note that
“arbitrary construct” isn’t too far off from
describing a dollar. What do you think is
backing those many pieces of cotton-rag
paper, printed with special inks and engraved
on a press, that we carry in our wallets and
exchange for goods and services?
The simple answer is nothing. Nothing at all...
other than the belief of billions of people in
its worth. That’s why you can easily trade a
single dollar for anything from a soda to an
iTunes song to a lottery ticket.
Today, one bitcoin is backed by the belief of
millions of people regarding its worth. That
is exactly both its risk and its opportunity...
There are, of course, billions of people in the
world who aren’t ready to trade $11,000 in
paper bills for one bitcoin. And yet, what
do you think will happen if tens of millions
or even hundreds of millions more start to
believe that bitcoin is worth something?
We are not die-hard believers here. Instead,
we have been both interested and somewhat
skeptical of the burgeoning promise of both
cryptocurrency and blockchain technology
since we launched American Consequences. In
fact, we made it the focus of our second-ever
issue, three years ago. A single bitcoin was
about $2,500 when we published that issue...
versus more than $11,000 as we write today.

Re: Another Type of
Pandemic Is Just Beginning
This opinion piece closely mirrors my own

sentiments that the class gap is widening
rapidly. And wrongly. And dangerously.
During the Vietnam War, the U.S. added
a 10% income surtax to everyone earning
above the poverty level. I’d be good
with instating a similar surtax until
unemployment drops below a meaningful
level. 5%? 7.5%? I don’t know, but the
assertion that Covid-19 has decimated
the working class and yet is largely an
inconvenience to white collar workers is
painfully obvious. The original justification
for paycheck support was to cushion
workers from a disaster that was in every
sense outside their making or control. Is that
not still true? – James J.
P.J. O’Rourke comment: James,

I agree with
you that workers are suffering from a disaster
“outside their making or control.” And I
agree that workers should – indeed must –
be protected from penury. Unfortunately,
I’m not a good enough economist or a wise
enough author of political policy to tell you
how this should be done.
A surtax is one possibility. When LBJ tried
it, the surtax both did and didn’t work. The
Revenue and Expenditure Control Act of
1968 (passed by large bipartisan majorities in
the House and Senate) added a 10% surtax to
corporate income taxes and to the income taxes
of individuals making more than $5,000 a year
(about $35,000 in modern money). The surtax
lasted from 1968 until 1969 and was renewed
at a 5% rate through the middle of 1970.
It did work in the sense that it raised about $101
billion (in 2020 dollars) in federal revenues and
led to a federal budget surplus in 1969 – the last
budget surplus we would have until 1998. It

did not work in the sense that it was levied to
pay for the Vietnam War, and that was a war
we lost. The surtax may also have damaged
the U.S. economy although there were other
economic problems current at the time, and
it’s hard to sort out all the individual causes
for the general economic stagnation of the
1970s. However, when the surtax went into
effect in 1968, annual GDP growth was
4.8%, and by 1970, when the surtax ended,
GDP growth had declined to .02%.

Re: The Chasm Grows
Deeper and Wider
It amazes me that so many people and
publications act surprised that the wealth
gap gets bigger. Isn’t it logical? The
wealthy have money left over at the end
of the month, which they can invest. These
investments then make more money. And
this continues year after year. The poor do
not have money left over, and they even
max out credit cards and pay ridiculous
interest rates, which reverses the
compounding effect that the wealthy are
enjoying. – Stephen C.
Steven Longenecker comment: We

are
sympathetic to this argument, Stephen, but
only to a point. It is always possible for an
individual in America to get ahead, to save
money, and to better themselves – no matter
their starting point. Excuses for it being
impossible are just that – excuses. And of
CLICK
course the secret behind the journey from less
HERE
to more is not a secret at all... It requires hard
TO CHECK
work, an ability to delay gratification, and
OUT
OUR
ONLINE
a strong character. These are old-fashioned
ARCHIVE OF
virtues, of course... but they have stood the
PAST
ISSUES.
test of time for a reason.
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P.J. O’Rourke comment: Robert,

Re: After the COVID War, the
Debt Bomb
Your article with answers to what can be
done about the “Debt Bomb”? The lesson
# 1 [Breaking down a cage of regulations
can free up resources and encourage the
economy to grow faster] caused me to dig
out a term paper I wrote back in the 1960’s
as a student attending Miami Dade County
College. My answer to the question “What
should be done” about German recovery
after WW2. First was currency reform and
then a bunch of left-wing regulations.
Except one man, Professor Ludwig Erhard
as minister of economics was a declared
enemy of economic controls who believed
in the free market, shouldered the
responsibility to dispose of the compulsory
economy with all its restrictions and
regulations. He implemented the rules of
a free economy – the rules of “LAISSEZFAIRE”. By 1953, the index of industrial
production had risen from 40 in 1948 to
170. Sixteen million persons were gainfully
employed. Three million new jobs were
created, etc., etc. The German currency
became one of the hardest in the world.
Will we ever learn the lesson of a truly “Free
Market”? – Robert G.

CLICK HERE

TO SEND US A MESSAGE,
QUESTION, OR CRITICISM
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if your
meaning of “we” is political, the answer is
no. “We” the partisan enthusiasts, “we” the
campaign activists, and – alas – “we” the
voters are always looking for someone to solve
our economic problems for us. But if your
meaning of “we” is “we who work our butts off”
(whether at a job or in a family or by making
some other material contribution to society),
we’ve already answered you with a resounding
“yes” just by doing what we do all day.
If you ever feel like doing another term
paper let me suggest, as a subject, another
free market hero very much like Professor
Ludwig Erhard. Sir John Cowperthwaite was
a British economist and civil servant who was
posted to Hong Kong in 1945 and assigned
to help revive Hong Kong’s economy, which
had been devastated by Japanese occupation.
Cowperthwaite realized that the people of
Hong Kong – though ill-fed, ill-housed, and
broke – were already engaged in a vigorous
economic revival. Sir John put all his effort
into making sure that the post-war Labour
government back in the U.K. didn’t destroy
Hong Kong’s free market the way they were
destroying Britain’s... And it worked. Sir John
rose through the colonial administration’s
ranks to become Hong Kong’s financial
secretary (i.e. minister of economics) in 1961
and held that office for a decade. When
Cowperthwaite arrived in the colony, it was
starving. But when he retired, it was one of
the richest places in the world.

ADVERTORIAL

GOLD PASSES $2K – NOW WHAT?

Gold is absolutely soaring right now.
Just this past week, the asset hit
$2,041 per ounce... marking an alltime historic high.
Rock bottom interest rates have
driven the price higher, and
uncertainty in the market has caused
investors everywhere to pile in.
Goldman Sachs even released a report
predicting gold will surge another
20% by this time next year... to
around $2,300 per ounce.
But I think they’re drastically
underestimating the metal...
And as someone who’s been finding
ways to profit off gold since it was
under $1,100... I believe we’re now

just at the beginning stages of a
historic gold rally.
Still, many are left wondering, “Am I
too late?”
Not at all, I say...
In fact, there’s a $10 trade you can
make today that’ll help you capitalize
on the biggest move in gold we’ve
ever seen.
Keep in mind: You’ve likely never
heard of this company... It’s not a
miner. It’s not a fund. And it’s not an
ETF.
I consider it the #1 way to play the
current gold rally today.
Get the full story while there’s still
time, right here.
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By Dr. Steve Sjuggerud

THE MELT
UP IS BACK
WHY NOW IS THE SAFE TIME TO GET BACK IN
When do you get back into stocks?

We were young, but not dumb...

In 1996, Porter Stansberry and I set out to
answer this question. Back then, we were
just hungry kids in our mid-twenties. The
company we started, Stansberry Research,
didn’t exist yet. (Who would have listened to
two kids anyway?)

Because I started college at 16, I’d already
finished my Ph.D. I’d already been the vice
president of a global mutual fund in charge
of research and trading. I’d also been a broker
specializing in international stocks. And my
childhood friend Porter was smarter than me
for sure. We were willing and capable.

We were living together in an efficiency
apartment. (The whole place was one room.)
He slept on one couch. I slept on another.
We had nothing – literally – except a mission
to find out what works in investing, and
a desire to share that with our handful of
readers. More than once, Porter stayed at
work all day, all night, and all day the next
day. Why not? There was nothing at “home”
for us.

What we learned in that manic period of
figuring out what works still guides us today.
So what lessons from back then can we apply
to today?
Two things are crystal clear to me right now:
1. It’s time to get back into stocks. And...
2. The Melt Up is back.
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That’s all you need to know.
I urge you to take advantage of it. Things are
happening quickly. After a lumbering decadeplus-long bull market, the landscape has
changed. Everything has sped up. Don’t waffle
in your decision and miss out.

WHEN TO GET BACK IN
When do you get back in after getting out?

THE MELT UP IS BACK

This is the most important question to answer
today – after we just experienced the fastest
bear market in our investing lifetimes.
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In 1996, Porter and I tried to figure it out.
We read everything we could on the topic...
In particular, we focused on what the most
successful traders and investors did with their
money over the past 100 years.
Long story short, we realized that getting back
in had two components:
1. A mathematical one, and
2. An emotional one.
We learned a lot about what the best investors
have done throughout history. And we

wanted to devise incredibly “dumb” rules for
getting back into an investment – rules so
simple that it would be obvious if one of us
was trying to break them.
Porter is the more emotional of the two of us
– which is good. He gets extremely passionate
about his ideas. And he’s usually right.
But sometimes, the markets go against us. So
when do we get out? And when do we allow
ourselves to get back in?
We already had our “sell” rules in place for the
first question. We were already using trailing
stops to limit our downside risk – even back
in 1996.
But once we stopped out of something Porter
believed in, he wanted to get back in as soon
as we could... because he had the conviction
that it would succeed.
We had to set “buy” guidelines to prevent us
from emotionally jumping back into what
ultimately might be a bad idea. So we settled
on two foolproof rules back then:
1.If the stock or investment hits a new
high, then you are allowed to get back in.

PUBLISHER’S NOTE: The “Melt Up” is Dr. Steve Sjuggerud’s term for the final push just before
the big “Melt Down.” It’s where stocks often have their biggest, most explosive gains.
We started featuring the Melt Up thesis in our inaugural American Consequences magazine in
July 2017 in an article titled, “Your Last Bull Market.” Since then the market has soared more
than 30%. And many big-name stocks are up far more – for example, market darling Amazon
has soared nearly 200%.
Time and time again in the pages of our magazine, Steve has written us articles showing how
the long bull market would not reach its ultimate peak until individual investors were “all in”
on stocks once again. And today, given the COVID-19 crash and the huge levels of fear in the
market, he has an important update on his prediction.
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(That doesn’t mean you have to get back
in – a new high might be too expensive
for your taste.)
2.If No. 1 doesn’t look like it’s going to
happen, then you need a “cooling-off
period” before you are allowed to buy
again.
The first rule takes care of the math. The
second rule takes care of the emotions.
For the first one, the principle is
straightforward. A new high means that the
investment has unequivocally erased its loss.
And therefore, whatever caused that loss is
likely behind us. That keeps it simple and
sensible.
For the second one, think about it like buying
a gun. There’s often a three-day “cooling-off
period” involved. This way, a person can’t just
get emotional, buy a gun, and immediately
take the law into his own hands. The threeday period gives him time to come to his
senses. It’s probably not scientific – it’s just a
measure in place to control emotions.
We set our cooling-off period for investing at
six months. So if a beaten-down investment
doesn’t hit a new high to erase the past, you
then have to wait past the cooling-off period.
These rules are incredibly relevant right at this
moment.
COVID-19 came out of nowhere and
clobbered the stock market. Nobody saw it
coming. And stocks fell into an official bear
market faster than we have ever experienced
in our investing lifetimes.
The Melt Up was just getting going... Then

the global pandemic hit. You can’t know how
bad something like that will be, or how far
your stocks will fall. So we followed our rules
in my financial newsletter True Wealth and
sold positions when we hit our stops. This is
how we protect our wealth.
Now, based on our 1996 rules, it’s time to get
back in.
Last month, the Nasdaq hit 10,000 for the
first time in history – an all-time high.

Don’t get me wrong. I don’t
mean that COVID-19 is
behind us. I don’t mean
that we can’t have a
second wave or that there
won’t be more struggles
ahead. What I mean is
that the stock market has
already assessed these
factors, and it’s not worried.
To me, this means that the market has moved
beyond COVID-19. It means that the Melt
Up can pick up where it left off. And it means
that stocks can soar far higher than anyone
can imagine.
Most people won’t believe it. Most people
don’t understand that the market looks ahead.
It has already priced in yesterday and today.
The market has assessed the economic threat
from COVID-19, and it has moved on.
Don’t get me wrong. I don’t mean that
COVID-19 is behind us. I don’t mean that
we can’t have a second wave or that there
won’t be more struggles ahead. What I mean
American Consequences
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is that the stock market has already assessed
these factors, and it’s not worried.
That means we still have a lot of upside in the
stock market.
You see, the market peaks when everyone
believes in stocks. But right now, people
still have a lot of fears about COVID-19
(which I understand). They don’t believe that
stocks can do extremely well despite what’s
happening.

THE MELT UP IS BACK

You can choose to believe it or not. But the
new highs in the Nasdaq tell me that fears
about the virus wrecking the economy are
now in the rearview mirror.
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A healthy market is one
with lots of stocks moving
higher. We want to see
all sectors and company
sizes booming... not just
the biggest and most
important companies in
the major indexes.
The market is looking ahead. The market
sees record-low interest rates. It sees trillions
of dollars in stimulus. And it believes those
things are more important to future returns
than a potential second wave.
It’s the ideal setup for a Melt Up... the last
push before a blow-off top where stocks make
their biggest gains. We have a perfect financial
environment, with still enough fear out there
to leave plenty of upside at the moment.
More than that, one signal is showing us the
broad-based strength of the current rally...
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A GREEN LIGHT FROM OUR
BEAR MARKET INDICATOR
Today, history is giving us a clear sign.
It comes from one of the most powerful
bear market indicators we have. And this
indicator is giving the stock market a green
light.
Longtime readers will know what I’m talking
about. It’s the advance/decline line. This is a
simple measure that tells us how many stocks
are moving higher versus the number of
stocks moving lower.
The technical term for this kind of indicator
is “market breadth.” It tells us if, overall, most
stocks are moving in the same direction or not.
A healthy market is one with lots of stocks
moving higher. We want to see all sectors and
company sizes booming... not just the biggest
and most important companies in the major
indexes.
That’s exactly what the advance/decline line
does. While it might sound fancy, it’s an
extremely simple indicator. Each day, you
take the number of stocks that went up, then
subtract the number of stocks that went down
that day. Simple. You then add that number
to the previous day’s value for a running total.
That makes the advance/decline line a
cumulative history of stocks going up or
down. And it means that in a healthy market,
this line will hit new highs alongside – or
even before – the major indexes.
Again, by that measure, this bear market
indicator is giving us the green light today.
The S&P 500 hasn’t quite hit new all-time
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highs. But the advance/decline line – which
covers more stocks than the S&P 500 – hit a new
high in June... and has continued to rally since.
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a crack in the underlying economy or the
health of the market.

This is exactly what we want to see. When
the advance/decline line is hitting new highs
ahead of the market, it means the rally is
broad and healthy. It tells us that a bust isn’t
likely.

When those underlying issues are present, the
advance/decline line is a perfect and simple
way to see the problems with the bull market’s
health. It gave plenty of warning ahead of the
dot-com bust and the Great Recession crash,
for example.

While this indicator didn’t flash a warning
ahead of the COVID-19 crash, that was a
true black swan event. It wasn’t caused by

The chart below shows the advance/decline
line during the late 1990s. In that case, it
peaked years ahead of the overall market.
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THE MELT UP IS BACK

During the craziest part of the dot-com
boom, very few stocks were driving the rally
higher.
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The advance/decline line peaked in early
1998. And by the stock market peak in 2000,
it had fallen to multiyear lows. Again, most
stocks were falling... but the biggest and most
important stocks were pushing the index
higher.
That’s the definition of an unhealthy market.
And when you see it in real time, it means a
bust is a near certainty.
The same thing happened during the housing
bust.
Dr. Steve Sjuggerud predicted the rise
of gold in 2003, the top of the dot-com
bubble in 2000, and the bottom of the
Great Recession in 2009. Now, this
former hedge-fund manager says a
mania will hit the U.S. stock market any
day now... one that’ll take most people
by surprise. Don’t get left behind –
get the details here.
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This indicator peaked in mid-2007. And
when the market made its final peak a few
months later in October, the advance/decline
didn’t follow suit.
That was a subtle but powerful tell about the
health of the stock market. And we all know
what happened next... Stocks crashed more
than 50%.
This is an incredibly powerful bear market
indicator with an impressive track record.
And despite how scary it might seem out
there today... it’s giving this new bull market a
green light.
It’s possible that we could see a repeat of the
black swan crash of February and March. But
the first crash happened because the virus
took the market by surprise. Now, the market
is looking forward. It has digested the fears.
All kinds of stocks are moving higher. The
rally is broad and healthy. And that means it
can continue higher.

ADVERTORIAL

They Laughed
When He Said It Was
“The End of America”
He tried to warn us in 2008...
He said the “End of America” was coming.
And that the world’s largest mortgage
bankers (Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac)
were teetering on bankruptcy...
Then, in 2016 he said that “sooner than
most people think” there will be rioting in
streets...
And to watch out and pay attention because
“desperate governments do desperate things.”
Even though every single one of his
predictions has come to fruition...
Porter Stansberry – founder of one of the
largest truly independent financial research
centers in the world – has been laughed at,
harassed, and beaten down by the press...
For 20 years.
Still, that’s not stopping him from doing
everything he can to warn Americans
about NEW dangers floating around our
economy.
And right now he’s stepping forward with a
new warning for 2020.
He says a new and terrifying trend is
unfolding in America:

It’s a big secret the government and the 1%
don’t want you to know about, which is
leading to a political event unlike anything
we’ve seen in our country in more than 50
years.
This development, which has been
accelerating rapidly thanks to COVID-19,
will change everything about our normal way
of life: where you vacation... where you send
your kids or grandkids to school... how and
where you shop... the way you protect your
family and home.
Porter’s fully expecting hate mail after he
shares this prediction, too.
Still, I strongly encourage you to check out
his recent write-up on this situation.
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By Kendra Todd

REAL ESTATE IN COVID-19 TIMES

TURNING
CRISIS INTO
OPPORTUNITY
Over the past 17 years, I’ve had some profound professional
experiences I could have never imagined...
After duking it out against wildly talented entrepreneurs and
hearing the words You’re Hired! on Season 3 of NBC’s The
Apprentice... to working with Donald Trump on his recordbreaking $95 million sale of a Palm Beach oceanfront estate...
to surviving and learning to thrive in the midst of the largest
U.S. housing crash in our nation’s history… I thought I’d
ridden just about every big roller coaster there is.
Then came 2020...
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REAL ESTATE IN COVID-19 TIMES
No one could have predicted a global
pandemic that caused entire nations to shut
down, resulting in widespread economic
fallout. It’s during unprecedented economic
times such as these that we are reminded,
usually without warning, that what goes up
must come down.

The reason is quite simple – housing is a
commodity. Regardless of the economic
conditions, everyone needs a place to live...

It was a tough pill to swallow for those heavily
invested in the stock market when global
economies shut down for the first time in
modern history... And on March 12, markets
plummeted in what’s now being dubbed the
new Black Thursday. The U.S. particularly
suffered, experiencing the greatest single-day
percentage fall since the 1987 stock market
crash.

Despite the current economic turmoil, the
real estate market has been surprisingly
robust, and bidding wars have been more
common than not as inventory remains low
and homebuyer demand has shot up. Redfin
estimates that 53.7% of all its offers written
in June experienced bidding wars.

When stocks drop and a
recession seems imminent,
people assume that the
housing market will crash
as well, but in fact, the
opposite is typically true.
When stocks drop and a recession seems
imminent, people assume that the housing
market will crash as well, but in fact, the
opposite is typically true. It might seem
counter-intuitive, but recessions aren’t
historically a bad omen for the housing
market.
A leading real estate data provider looked at
home prices since 1980 and discovered that
during three out of the last five recessions,
home prices actually increased. In 1990,
during one of the two recessions where home
prices declined, it was only by less than 1%.
30
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REAL ESTATE IS THRIVING IN
SPITE OF THE TIMES

Here in Seattle, bidding wars are the norm...
not the exception. I regularly see homes
with 10 or more offers. And just this month,
I listed a home that had more than 100
showings in less than a week!
Regardless of the current economic
uncertainty, buyers are more willing than ever
to take risks to win homes... According to
Redfin, in June 20% of all winning bidders in
multiple offers waived the home-inspection
contingency. And Zillow’s July data indicates
homes continue to sell at their fastest pace
in two years, only staying on the market for
an average of 20 days before going under
contract.
At the same time, mortgage rates continue to
drop. The average 30-year fixed-rate mortgage
fell to 3.03%, the lowest rate since Freddie
Mac began tracking the statistic in 1971.
Low housing inventory and high consumer
demand fueled by record-low interest rates
have kept the housing market moving forward
at a strong pace over the past few months.

The richest men and women in the world
have made their fortunes in various ways,
but there is one common theme for many
of them... real estate was a core focal point
of their investment strategy. As a matter of
fact, of all the ways the ultra-rich made their
fortunes, real estate outpaced every other
method 3-to-1.
The often-touted Warren Buffett adage
couldn’t be more true right now... “Be fearful
when others are greedy. Be greedy when others
are fearful.” In the midst of the current
economic turmoil, certain types of real estate
have emerged as attractive prospects, and
opportunistic investors are taking advantage
by smartly investing in the right assets, at the
right time, in the right places.

IDENTIFY RECESSIONRESISTANT HOUSING MARKETS
One of the main principles of real estate is
that there really is no such thing as a national
housing market. Real estate is, and will always
be, intrinsically local. Some housing markets
will get hit hard by the COVID-19-induced
economic shutdown, while others will
continue to thrive as if the shutdown never
happened.
Not surprisingly, many of the states with the
highest appreciating real estate markets over
the past year have a few things in common –
low or no state income tax, high-paying jobs,
good quality of life, and high net migration
that has outpaced housing supply.

the national average of 6% over the last year,
and has the highest net domestic migration
and net international migration of any state
in the nation. This translates into a strong
demand for housing.
Another great example is my current
hometown of Seattle. Washington is one
of only seven states in the U.S. that doesn’t
levy a personal income tax. The Seattle area
in particular has a booming local economy
fueled largely by the corporate growth of
Amazon and a steady influx of tech-related
companies attracted to the area by the strong
talent pool and lower cost of living than
Silicon Valley. In the last 10 years, the Seattle
real estate market appreciated a staggering
80.83%.
To invest successfully in real estate, you must
focus on the underlying value and consider
whether 10 years from now it’s an investment
that you’ll be happy to have. I would wager
that those who purchased in Seattle 10 years
ago are quite pleased with their return on
investment today...

Real estate is, and will
always be, intrinsically
local. Some housing
markets will get hit hard
by the COVID-19-induced
economic shutdown, while
others will continue to
thrive as if the shutdown
never happened.

For example, Florida has no state income tax,
has enjoyed home-price appreciation above
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So how do you identify the right markets to
invest in for the next decade? The simplest
way is to understand migration patterns and
why they are occurring.

THE SUBURBIA MOVEMENT
One crucial trend to follow is the move to the
suburbs, spurred largely by the work-fromhome movement, with a boost from people
fleeing major cities overcome by violent
protestors, crimes waves, and defund-thepolice movements.
As businesses discover that they can
successfully maintain a remote workforce
and slash costs by eliminating physical office
space, we are witnessing a fundamental
change in how many businesses operate
moving forward. As working remotely
becomes the new norm for many, it empowers
workers to choose where they want to live,
instead of being anchored to their company’s
physical location.
Facebook founder Mark Zuckerberg recently
offered his employees the opportunity to work
remotely on a permanent basis, and expects
half of Facebook’s workforce to transition to
remote work over the next five to 10 years.
The option to work remotely will likely spur
a housing boom in suburbs and smaller, more
affordable cities...
A recent survey by Zillow found that 75% of
those surveyed who are working from home
due to COVID-19 would prefer to continue,
so about half the time if their employer gives
them the option after the shutdown ends.
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The recent wave of riots and increased
crime in big cities has been the last straw for
many residents already frustrated by rising
crime, rising taxes, and growing homeless
encampments creeping into cities they once
loved. In the two weeks after unrest began in
Minneapolis and the city council vowed to
abolish its police force, the number of homes
listed for sale on Zillow rose a staggering 22%
and apartment vacancies rose 43%.
The pandemic and protests in New York
City have also spurred a new exodus off the
island. A real estate boom has begun on Long
Island and suburbs north of the city where
competition is fierce and buyers are snapping
up homes in bidding wars often sight-unseen
from virtual tours.
This trend to suburbia will be a big win for
warm, sunny states with affordable housing,
lower crime and lower taxes that will likely
see an influx of educated, high-paid workers.
States with higher costs of living and higher
taxes will need to make big changes to slow
the out-of-state exodus. The biggest loser?
Predictably, California.

IDENTIFY RECESSIONRESISTANT INVESTMENTS
Identifying the right areas to invest in is the first
step. The second is to determine what type of
real estate will best weather a recession and yield
you the greatest returns over the long term.

Industrial Warehouses
COVID-19 has sparked fresh interest
in industrial warehouses. Investors have
discovered that most industrial tenants are in

what’s deemed “essential service” industries
and have not only continued to pay rent
during the shutdown, but many have
expanded their need for warehouse space.
For example, according to refrigeratedwarehouse companies and online grocers,
the increased demand for home delivery or
in-store pick-up of groceries has created an
additional need for 75 million to 100 million
square feet of freezer/cooler space.
Data centers, which were already a leading
tenant profile in the warehouse market,
have also grown in demand as data usage
has increased and more people work from
home. Multitenant data-center operators, for
example, experienced 52-week highs through
COVID-19, further cementing their place as
a top-tier warehouse tenant.
As a result, warehouses are now considered
by many to be an investment safe-haven from
the COVID-19 impact. Investors who own
them, whether privately or through shares
in real estate investment trusts (REITs) or
crowdfunding investments, will likely see
short-term increases in returns, values, and/or
dividends while demand is high.
The question is simply whether this trend is
a short-term response to today’s economic
condition or a long-term trend that’s here to
stay... If the recent consumer behavioral changes
and work-from-home movement become
permanent developments, there could be big
opportunities for real estate investors in this
sector.

Self-Storage
While self-storage facilities haven’t necessarily

benefited from the current pandemic, they
are one of the least affected commercial
investments. Over the past several months,
they have seen little to no change in
occupancy or delinquency. This is not
altogether surprising. In fact, self-storage
REITs were the only real estate asset type that
produced positive returns during the 2008
housing-market-fueled recession.
As this crisis continues and record
unemployment prevails, many households
will consolidate and need a place to store
their belongings. Furthermore, many small
businesses impacted by the shutdown will be
forced to downsize or move and will need to
store equipment and inventory while they get
back on solid ground.

As working remotely
becomes the new norm
for many, it empowers
workers to choose where
they want to live.
Both short-term and long-term trends for
self-storage look favorable. Currently, 90%
of all self-storage facilities in the U.S. are
consistently occupied. It’s also estimated that
one out of every three households in the U.S.
will utilize self-storage at some point in the
near future.

Multifamily Housing
Cracks are starting to show in U.S.
multifamily markets as furloughed and
unemployed tenants struggle to pay rent.
This will likely lead to some short-term
opportunities to acquire multifamily
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properties at good values from struggling
landlords.
Regardless of the short-term struggles facing
multifamily housing, the long-term outlook
remains positive. Rental demand is likely
to remain strong in the future, making
multifamily housing a continually attractive
investment.
According to a new report from RentCafe,
43% of renters who had been preparing to
buy a home have now changed their plans
due to COVID-19. And 23% of the renters
surveyed for the report said that they now
believe they will never buy a home. For
millennials in particular, renting appears
to remain the lifestyle of choice for the
foreseeable future.

TAKE ADVANTAGE OF
STRUGGLING REAL ESTATE
SECTORS
The big real estate loser over the short term is
inarguably commercial retail. Retailers have
been battered by the pandemic, and many
have shuttered their doors permanently and
filed for bankruptcy.
Pier 1 Imports is going out of business. And
in April, Gap announced it was no longer able
to pay rent at its North American locations,
which amounts to a rental loss totaling $115
million per month. Not to mention the
countless small businesses who have closed for
good, leaving mom-and-pop retail landlords
stuck with record-high vacancies and no
prospects for new tenants.
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Those opportunistic investors who have a
high-risk threshold might find some great
deals in the retail sector, but over the long
term, as more and more businesses transition
to online operations, the jury is still out as to
whether retail properties will ever recover all
the value they’ve lost.
People will always need a place to live... When
invested in wisely, real estate generates yearround income, appreciates over time, provides
attractive tax breaks, and is a bankable asset
you can leverage to grow your portfolio.
There’s also the added bonus that market
shifts are usually predictable at least six
months out, so you can plan entry and
exit strategies with ample warning. It’s an
incredible asset class that will help you
build a legacy of passive income for future
generations of your family over time. As
esteemed real estate investor Louis Glickman
said, “The best investment on Earth is Earth.”

Kendra Todd is a nationally recognized
real estate expert, TV personality, author,
and motivational speaker. She was the
first woman, as well as the youngest
competitor, to win Donald Trump's
popular NBC show The Apprentice.
Kendra hosted the critically acclaimed
HGTV series My House Is Worth What?
and is co-founder of The Kendra Todd
Group, a real estate company based in
Seattle, WA. She was also named of the
Top 30 Realtors Under 30 in the nation
by the National Association of Realtors.
Kendra also wrote the best-selling
book Risk & Grow Rich: How To Make
Millions in Real Estate.

ADVERTISEMENT

Investing Legend
Says BUY TaaS Now
Whitney Tilson here.
I made my mark
on Wall Street over
the past 20 years
by starting my first
hedge fund with just
$1 million… which I
ultimately grew into
a series of funds
worth more than 200
times that amount.
Along the way I met Presidents
Clinton and Obama… have been
asked to speak at the most
prestigious business schools (like
Harvard, Columbia, and Wharton)…
and was fortunate to identify some
of the best investments in the world,
in the very early stages, including…

 Netflix when it was $7.78 a

share (today it’s worth 4,800%
more)
 Apple at $1.42 (it’s up 18,000%
since then)
 Amazon at $48 (it’s up 4,000%
since then)
I’m writing today because my team
and I have found what we believe
will be the next big tech trend that
will make investors rich.
It’s called TaaS—and if you haven’t

yet heard of this
technological
breakthrough, you
soon will.
Over the next few
years, TaaS will
change the way you
eat, shop, work, and
travel. It will change
the value of our
homes and where we
live. It will radically
alter prices for airline and train
tickets, gas, and even household
goods. It could even help slow the
spread of the coronavirus… and help
get the American economy moving
again.
Along the way, it could make you a
small fortune.
I’ve put everything you need to
know in a simple presentation, where
you’ll even learn the name and
stock symbol of my favorite TaaS
investment in the world today.
No subscription, e-mail address, or
credit card required.
You can watch or read my
presentation for free right now.
We’ve posted it on my research
firm’s website, right here…

WHICH MAJOR AIRLINE WILL BE
FIRST TO BANKRUPTCY?
HOW MANY MORE WILL FOLLOW?
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By Bill McGilton

Warren Buffett finally got “sober” again...
Buffett is currently seventh on the Bloomberg
Billionaires Index – a daily ranking of the
world’s richest people. The index lists his net
worth at roughly $73 billion... and he earned
it all through investing.
The “Oracle of Omaha” invests through his
conglomerate holding company Berkshire
Hathaway (BRK-B), which he took over in
1965. Since then, Buffett has generated a
compound annual return of around 20% per
year on average while managing Berkshire’s
investments. Every $10,000 investment in
Berkshire Hathaway at the start of 1965 was
worth $274 million at the end of 2019.
While he’s widely recognized as one of the
greatest investors of all time, not every
investment turns out well for Buffett. When
the COVID-19 pandemic cropped up
earlier this year, it crushed one of his biggest
investment ideas.
You see, Buffett has a problem... He’s a selfadmitted “aeroholic.” As he told British
newspaper The Telegraph in a September 2002
interview...
If a capitalist had been present at
Kittyhawk back in the early 1900s, he
should have shot Orville Wright. He
would have saved his progeny money.
But seriously, the airline business has
been extraordinary. It has eaten up capital

over the past century like almost no
other business because people seem to
keep coming back to it and putting fresh
money in. You’ve got huge fixed costs,
you’ve got strong labor unions, and you’ve
got commodity pricing. That is not a great
recipe for success.



CLICK
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I have an 800 number now that I call if
I get the urge to buy an airline stock. I
call at two in the morning and I say: “My
name is Warren, and I’m an aeroholic.”
And then they talk me down.

“I have an 800 number now
that I call if I get the urge to
buy an airline stock. I call
at two in the morning and
I say: 'My name is Warren,
and I’m an aeroholic.' And
then they talk me down.”
At the time of the interview, Buffett was
referring to Berkshire Hathaway’s 1989
$358 million investment in convertible
preferred stock of USAir – later renamed US
Airways and now a part of American Airlines.
(Convertible preferred stock are shares that
can be converted into common stock under
certain conditions.)
Buffett wrote in a 2007 letter that US Airways
tanked and stopped paying the preferred
dividend soon after Berkshire’s investment.
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By 1994, Berkshire wrote down 75% of its
investment.
Ten years after the initial investment,
Berkshire ended up getting the dividends
it was owed in arrears before converting
the shares to common stock and selling its
position. Altogether, Buffett did make money
on the investment, but he still considered it a
mistake.
In a 1994 letter, Buffett told shareholders
that he “failed to focus on the problems that
would inevitably beset a carrier whose costs
were both high and extremely difficult to
lower.”

A smart investor like Buffett
knows when it’s time to
preserve capital and move
on. More often than not, he
can see what’s coming.
By 2016, Buffett relapsed. He once again
found circumstances across the airline
industry too tempting to refuse. And he
invested between $7 billion and $8 billion in
the four largest U.S. airlines... taking an 11%
stake in Delta Air Lines (DAL)... a 10% stake
in American Airlines (AAL)... a 10% stake in
Southwest Airlines (LUV)... and a 9% stake
in United Airlines (UAL).
At the time, Brent crude oil – the
international standard – had crashed from
around $115 per barrel in 2014 to less than
$30 per barrel. As a result, the price of jet fuel
also plummeted. And Buffett knew cheap fuel
would be a boon for the airlines in a strong
economy.
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Buffett’s bold bet on this group of major
airlines looked good for a while. But that all
changed with the onset of COVID-19 in the
U.S. at the beginning of this year. Air travel
– like pretty much everything else in the
country – came to a halt. Airline passenger
volume was down 96% in the first week of
April, compared to the year earlier.
In April, Buffett finally threw in the towel and
liquidated all of Berkshire’s airline holdings.
All told, he took a total loss of around $2
billion on the four positions in the airlines.
Some critics believed the Oracle was losing
his touch. But I’d argue to the contrary...
A smart investor like Buffett knows when it’s
time to preserve capital and move on. More
often than not, he can see what’s coming. And
in this case, he knows airlines are in trouble
for at least the next few years. As Buffett told
Berkshire Hathaway shareholders in early
May...
I don’t know that three, four years from now
if people will fly as many passenger miles as
they did last year.
Buffett went on to say that even if 70% or
80% of the airlines’ business returns, the
industry still has “too many planes.” That
type of overcapacity will lead to lower ticket
prices and billions of dollars in unsustainable
operating losses.
And today, these airlines are nowhere close
to 70% or 80% of their business returning
– which Buffett said would still cause an
overcapacity problem.

The A4A data also showed that U.S. airlines
averaged just 55 passengers per domestic
flight and 71 passengers per international
flight in the week ending July 19.
International passengers were down 90% in
the week ending July 19, as compared to a
year ago.

DON’T EXPECT A V-SHAPED
RECOVERY
Folks are scared to death of COVID-19... We
saw that firsthand when various states started
easing their quarantine restrictions in recent
weeks and months. Malls, department stores,
and restaurants that reopened still remained
deserted in many places.
And in most people’s minds, the confined
space of an airplane heightens the risk of
getting COVID-19. Just think of all the times
you’ve been near someone who sneezed for an
entire flight.
According to data from trade group Airlines
for America (“A4A”) – whose members
include the four largest U.S. airlines – U.S.
passengers were down nearly 75% in the week
ending July 19, as compared to a year ago.
You can see the massive drop starting in early
March...

As a result, almost 2,000 U.S. passenger
planes were sitting idle... That’s 32% of the
country’s passenger airline fleet, as of July 19.
And it’s after the major airlines already started
the retirement process for hundreds of planes
in recent months.

And in most people’s
minds, the confined space
of an airplane heightens
the risk of getting
COVID-19. Just think of all
the times you’ve been near
someone who sneezed for
an entire flight.
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A big part of the problem is the lack of
business travel. With many companies
instituting “work from home” policies, people
don’t even need to leave the comfort of their
own living rooms anymore... let alone go to
another part of the country.
Technology platforms like Zoom Video
Communications (ZM) make it possible to
hold essential meetings with colleagues...
without the risk of getting infected with
COVID-19.
Delta CEO Ed Bastian best described the
situation on the airline’s July 14 earnings call...
Business travel, which typically provides
50% of our revenue, has not yet returned
in any meaningful way with corporate
offices slow to reopen.

So a lot of people will stay
away from vaccines –
and planes – even when
one is available.
Bastian acknowledged that the airline
industry’s recovery has “stalled.” Delta is now
forecasting passenger traffic in September
at levels 75% to 80% lower than last year.
Bastian doesn’t expect the industry to return
to normal for at least two years.
And he isn’t the only airline CEO expecting
tough sledding ahead. United CEO Scott
Kirby said in a July 22 interview on CNBC
that he expects flight revenue to peak at 50%
of 2019 levels until a COVID-19 vaccine is
developed.
Still, a vaccine might not be widely available
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until sometime in 2021 or maybe even 2022.
And a lot of folks likely won’t take a perceived
“rushed” vaccine even if one is available.
According to a mid-May poll from the
Associated Press, only 49% of those surveyed
plan to take a COVID-19 vaccine when it’s
available. And 20% said they’ll refuse to take
it.
So a lot of people will stay away from vaccines
– and planes – even when one is available.
That’s why it will likely take far longer for
airlines to recover than even Bastian and
Kirby expect.
According to A4A CEO Nicholas Calio, “Air
transport demand has never experienced a
V-shaped recovery from a downturn.” It took
passenger volume three years to recover from
the September 11 terrorist attacks... and more
than seven years from the 2008 financial crisis.
COVID-19 is the worst crisis ever for the
airline industry. The industry has never
experienced anything so drastic. We’re still in
the early innings of this ordeal, too... It will
take several years before passenger traffic gets
anywhere close to 2019 levels.
Meanwhile, the planes that do fly won’t be full
– far from it.
I experienced this a few weeks ago on a
United flight from Germany to San Francisco.
As you can see in the following picture, I had
most of the plane to myself. It was at least
80% empty...
And here’s what the San Francisco airport
looked like at 5 p.m. Pacific time that day (see
picture next page)...

In 2019, airlines needed an average of 76%
of their seats filled just to break even. So how
do they break even with capacity limitations
while passengers mostly stay off planes?
They don’t.
The U.S. airline industry is burning through
roughly $6 billion in cash per month.
According to A4A, that number will ease to
about $4 billion per month by the end of the
year. But the thing is... airlines can’t keep losing
billions of dollars every month forever.

EXPECT A MAJOR
BANKRUPTCY SOON
The airline bankruptcies have already started.
Smaller carriers like Compass Airlines, Miami
Air International, RavnAir Group, and Trans
States Airlines have all gone bankrupt due
to the COVID-19 backlash. And at least 13
carriers outside the country have filed for
bankruptcy or shut down this year as well.

So how do they break even
with capacity limitations
while passengers mostly
stay off planes?
They don’t.
This is just the beginning. In addition to
burning through boatloads of cash, the major
carriers are taking on massive amounts of debt
as they try to wait out the pandemic. A4A
projects that total U.S. airline debt will jump
50% this year – from $105 billion in 2019 to
$158 billion by the end of 2020.
The airline industry is a capital-intensive
business that requires costly planes. It’s prone
to labor, economic, and fuel price disruptions.
And the industry is known for brutal,
cutthroat competition.
Airlines tend to “fix” the problems by taking
on more debt... but that only works for so
long. That’s why almost 90 U.S. airlines
have gone bankrupt since 1979. Around
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75% of the time, they restructure... Existing
shareholders get wiped out, and the debt gets
adjusted to an amount the new entity can
handle. So the planes keep flying – just with
new owners.
Three of the four major U.S. airlines have
restructured in bankruptcy over the past 14
years... United completed its restructuring in
2006, Delta in 2007, and American in 2013.
Bankruptcy is nothing new in the airline
industry... And if this current situation doesn’t
improve soon – which seems unlikely – we
can expect major airlines to go bankrupt as
well.
Dave Calhoun, the CEO of aircraft maker
Boeing (BA), said earlier this year that he
believes we may see a major U.S. carrier go

out of business as early as September.
And the federal government is unlikely to
come to the rescue this time...
Since March, the federal government has
approved around $3 trillion worth of funding
in the Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and Economic
Security (“CARES”) Act and other stimulus
bills. The CARES Act provides U.S. airlines
with up to $25 billion in “payroll support”
cash grants for agreeing not to lay off workers
through September 30... and another $25
billion in loans.
But this isn’t an industry savior. It’s nothing
more than a stopgap measure to keep the
airline industry in place for now. The fall in
traffic and the resulting cash burn is too great.
The government doesn’t need zombie
airlines... the same way it didn’t need a
zombie automaker in 2009.
By the time General Motors (GM) declared
bankruptcy in June 2009, it had received
more than $50 billion in loans from the
government. Ultimately, $42 billion of those
loans were converted in the bankruptcy
restructuring to 60% of the stock in
the “new” General Motors (the current
company). And $8 billion of the loans stayed
on the books of the new entity.
Besides the grants to keep workers employed,
the loans that the airlines are receiving from
the government must be paid back. They’re
not free.
The more loans the airlines take... the more
likely they’ll be overwhelmed by debt and go
bankrupt. And if they go bankrupt – as with
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GM – the loans will be converted to debt or
equity in the new entity.
If we see a new round of relief programs and
the government lends an airline more money,
then it will just take a larger stake in the new
entity once it restructures. Either way, we
can be absolutely certain of one thing... The
government will get its money back.
The government’s only goal is to keep the
U.S. passenger airline fleet operational.
When the dust settles, it could care less who
owns it... as long as people can get around as
needed.
Folks who think the government will save
existing airline shareholders are sorely
mistaken. The government can only delay the
inevitable...
So if you own airline stocks right now because
they seem cheap – think again...
Most of these companies are racking up debt
and burning through cash. Soon, they’re
going to run out of assets to borrow against.
Sure, they’ll mostly keep flying... But they’ll
have a reshuffled deck of owners. And for
current shareholders, that means you’ll be left
holding the bag when it happens.
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Warren Buffett got out in April... and he still
booked a $2 billion loss. If you’re holding
airline stocks today, don’t waste any more
time before you follow his lead.
The clock is ticking... Which major airline
will be the first to go bankrupt? And will they
be the last?
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It’s another side effect of the COVID-19 crisis that has hit nearly
90% of Americans... financial stress. They worry about things
like paying bills, losing their job, income changes, and more.

To make things worse, we’re getting more reports that the
recovery has slowed down. My senior analyst Matt Weinschenk
and I never thought it would be a V-shaped recovery, but the
“swoosh” shape I saw is now getting wider. (You can see all of our
conversations about COVID-19 and the economy here.)
Whatever happens with our recovery and jobs, this is the time
to think about spending and saving habits. That’s why we’ve
compiled the following list of cost-saving ideas...
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By Dr. David Eifrig

WAYS TO
CUT COSTS
AND SAVE
DURING
COVID-19
 CLICK HERE

TO READ THE WEB VERSION
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CUT COSTS AND SAVE
If you don’t have an emergency fund
yet, start one today. I’ve written about

the importance of keeping enough money to
cover about three to six months of expenses
in an emergency fund. It’s important in any
time for things like natural disasters, job
loss, or other unforeseen problems. And
with unemployment numbers still high and
an uncertain recovery ahead, it’s time to
get this in order if you haven’t already. We
recommend a money-market account for easy
access or a high-yield savings account.
Do an energy inventory. This is the hottest

time of the year. And with so many of us
stuck indoors all the time now thanks to
shutdowns, your AC is likely running more
than usual. Be sure to replace your filters,
clean out your outdoor AC compressor, and
seal up any cracks or leaks. A more efficient
system means lower energy bills.

Get a car insurance rebate. Several

insurance providers issued rebate checks
during the lockdown since people couldn’t
drive anywhere. If you didn’t get a check or
a reduced rate automatically, call and request
one. If you’re met with resistance, it’s time to
change your insurance company.
Check your car, too. Just like checking

your house’s AC unit, you want to keep tabs
on your car. Don’t let it sit too long without
driving it. You don’t want to suddenly need
it only to find a dead battery. Some experts
recommend driving your car a few miles a
couple times per month. Regular checks and
keeping up with routine maintenance will
keep unexpected bills at bay.
Join Amazon. Online ordering has

skyrocketed in the wake of the pandemic.
And even as restrictions lift, many still feel
apprehensive about returning to retail stores.
If you’re in this camp, consider an Amazon
Prime membership. Not only is shipping free,
but you can save on grocery deliveries, watch
plenty of free content on their streaming
video service, and enjoy music and e-books,
too.
For more money saving, use the browser
plug-in Honey. When you’re about to

check out on an online retailer, Honey
automatically searches through all the codes
on all those popular coupon sites to save you
time. It tests out the best codes and gets you
the biggest discount available. We’ve gotten
discounts as high as 56% when we’ve tested it
out, and it saves you from having to couponhunt yourself.
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Skip the salon. Even as we reopen, sitting in

Don’t stop investing in your 401(k).

a salon with poor circulation is a moderaterisk activity for COVID-19. If you just need a
trim, invest in some hair-cutting scissors, and
watch a few tutorials on YouTube. It’ll save
you time, money, and the risk of catching
the virus, particularly if you’re in the most
vulnerable groups (those over 65 and folks
with diseases like heart disease, diabetes, or
immune diseases). My researcher picked up a
$12 pair of Conair shears from Target to use
for her son’s hair.

We’ve had several folks ask if they should
continue funding their 401(k) in light of the
market’s flux. The answer is yes, always yes.
You invest in your 401(k) for the long haul.
That means giving it plenty of time to grow
and compound. In fact, investing now while
stocks are cheap could be a great opportunity
to fill out your retirement portfolio.

Cancel or suspend in-person
memberships. Activities like going to the

gym still carry a higher risk than outdoor
activities, so take the time to evaluate if you’re
really using that membership. The same goes
for memberships to the movies, theaters,
and museums. Take a look at your creditcard statement to see if you have recurring
membership fees and consider canceling
them. Some places may also offer to freeze or
suspend your account, so consider calling and
asking for this first.
Put your vacation funds to work. We

know so many folks who either canceled or
postponed their annual summer vacation due
to the coronavirus. If that’s you, then you
have those funds saved up and waiting... So
put them to work. Invest them in the market
or use them to fund a high-yield savings
account. Then next year, you’ll have much
more vacation money to spend.
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A Bird in
the Hand
Is Worth
Two in
the Bush
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By Joel Litman

HOW LOSS AVERSION CAN AFFECT YOUR
PROFITS IN THE AT-HOME REVOLUTION

It’s a behavioral concept that’s been around as
long as humans...
Aristotle said simply that objects are
differently valued by those who have them
and by those who wish to get them.
There’s a psychological inertia behind how
people value something more if it’s already
theirs than they do if it isn’t. One person may
value the bird they hold far more than the
two they are likely going to get in exchange,
even if that likelihood is near certain.
Another related term for this is the ownership
effect... And maybe even more to the point
of the feeling of not having that endowment
anymore is the term “loss aversion.”
Loss aversion is the idea that losses have a
larger psychological impact than gains of the
same size. I like to win, but I hate to lose.
Many of our employees here in the U.S. are
Red Sox fans. Ask them what they would
want back for Mookie Betts before the Red
Sox traded him away. Well, there was nothing
that the Dodgers, or any other team, could
offer that would have left them satisfied.
On the other hand, if you know any Dodgers
fans, you know they were terrified at the

thought of the Dodgers giving up great
youngsters like infielder Gavin Lux or pitcher
Dustin May.
But if we cut to today, now that we have Betts
as the MVP for the Dodgers, would Dodgers
fans trade him for anything else? Probably
not. They’re suffering from the endowment
effect.
Similarly, with entitlements, now that citizens
have these benefits, they attribute a lot more
value to them than they would have if they
had never received them in the first place.
What is the response of a person receiving
Medicare who is told the benefits might
go away at any level? The representative or
senator is likely to see outrage.
The ACA, or the Affordable Care Act, is now
seen as one of those entitlements. It’s not
quite yet the third rail of politics, but it might
be in the future. Many attempts have been
made to repeal the ACA. And while small
changes have been made, attempts to defund
it and declare wide swaths of it to be illegal
have not worked. For the time being, it is
here to stay.
Meanwhile, many estimates show how Social
Security’s reserves, under current rules,
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could be fully depleted by the mid-2030s.
The simple math is that Social Security
“bankruptcy” results from retirees drawing
from a program that doesn’t have sufficient
assets or future contribution levels. No
politician has attempted to reduce the benefits
of retirees under Social Security and lived
another term to tell the tale.

Companies have historically been hesitant
to allow telecommuting. Concerns have
been raised about everything from worker
productivity to reduced collaboration with
the idea that face-to-face in-person meetings
are a necessity. Other issues include realworld security issues over corporate and client
secrets.

People value the bird they have now far more
than the “benefit” Americans could enjoy (the
two birds in the bush) from getting control
over grossly excessive government spending.

Former Yahoo CEO Marissa Mayer brought
all the company’s home-based workers back
to the office in 2013. At the time, they had
a perception of reduced productivity and
collaboration. Most employers shared that
perspective, too.

Employers are realizing
that those issues around
security, productivity,
and collaboration are
surmountable. And
employees are recognizing
they can be just as (if not
more) productive from home.

There’s a New Bird in Hand
While this may not be a government benefit
this time, in the last five months there is a
new benefit that has emerged for Americans
and those around the world.
It’s going to be next to impossible to take
away... This has amplified a trend creating
entirely new parts of the economy and has
wiped out industries that have been around
for decades and centuries.
I’m talking about telecommuting, or “Work
From Home.”
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There has historically been a social stigma of
working from home among fellow employees
– the perception that their colleagues are less
responsive, may be slacking off, and are in
general not part of the team.
This is all despite research that shows
telecommuting is often more productive.
Employees who work from home have found
themselves to be less distracted than they were
in the office (29% of those surveyed), more
motivated to work extra hours to show their
value (23%), and have more time for work
and the rest of their lives because of reduced
commutes.
Now, regardless of the research, coronavirus
has forced companies and their employees to
implement and understand work-from-home
programs. There’s been no other option.
Employers are realizing that those
issues around security, productivity, and
collaboration are surmountable. And
employees are recognizing they can be just as

(if not more) productive from home. Many
have completely changed how they think
about their jobs.
This is a benefit to employees that they’re
unlikely to give up anytime soon.
When reopenings occur around the world in
full swing, there is no doubt some companies
are going to try to roll back this experiment.
However, employees have experienced a new
and better life because of it, according to a
great majority of them, and both employees
and employers have adapted to make it
possible.
This has meant more spending on:
• Connecting people remotely, from
teleconferencing services like Zoom to
file-sharing solutions within platforms like
Google, and others.
• VPN and improved broadband services
from telecom and cable providers to
improve connectivity.
• Increased cybersecurity solutions.
• Providing people with the hardware to make
a work-at-home situation manageable.
These examples are just the tip of the iceberg
of the massive change in not only spending,
but also human behavior that is underlying
this shift.
That spending is actually helping entrench
working-at-home as a viable option.
Managers and employees who are putting
their money into these solutions don’t want to
see them go to waste afterwards.
As more employees and employers embrace
the world of working from home as a longterm normal process rather than a short-term

crisis solution, it is going to turbocharge a
broader trend that has been building for over
a decade...

The At-Home Revolution
This trend has been building for some time...
Amazon has been delivering books so you
could skip Barnes & Noble since 1998.
Grubhub was launched in Chicago in 2004,
and people have been ordering pizza, Chinese
food, and other foods they never had access to
ever since.
Now every restaurant can deliver to your
home, including Michelin-star-quality
restaurants.

Employees have
experienced a new and
better life because of
it, according to a great
majority of them, and both
employees and employers
have adapted to make
it possible.
Some restaurants are even creating
competitor-Grubhub apps to make getting
fine cuisine at home a sustained trend.
Not just that, but everyone has become
comfortable with getting food delivered at
home. There’s been no option other than to
do so.
Netflix released its first movie directly to
streaming in 2015, with Beasts of No Nation.
The Irishman, a movie by auteur Martin
Scorsese, was made with Netflix and released
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directly to the platform with only a limited
theatric release long before the pandemic
struck. People have been enjoying the idea of
skipping the theater and watching movies at
home for years.
And it isn’t just Netflix or Amazon Prime that
is releasing movies directly to streaming...
After Dreamworks’ online-only Trolls: World
Tour had significant success just after the
pandemic struck America, many more have
decided to take the same path... from The
King of Staten Island, to Artemis Fowl, and
many more.

The pandemic is truly
transforming the world by
accelerating the at-home
revolution, and there are
massive opportunities for
those who can identify the
companies that are going
to be the winners of this
revolution.

Some movie-production houses are actively
talking about abandoning the theater
altogether.
But that isn’t all that people have been doing
to entertain themselves during the pandemic’s
shelter-at-home economy. These trends have
led to folks investing more in AV equipment
to entertain themselves, and they’ve also
bought more games, both board and video,
put more money into their outdoor spaces,
and have been investing more in their ability
to play at home.
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If working at home is the first contributor to
the latest chapter in the at-home revolution,
playing at home is the second.
The third is people’s need for supplying
themselves at home, an integral part of
spending more time there.
While for many people one of the top
priorities of this category has been food
delivery, it’s actually much broader. Supplying
your home means stocking up on everything
you need in order to be comfortable at your
house.
That means delivering food and groceries
– including the strangely, temporarily
elusive toilet paper, of course. It also means
delivering clothes, electronics, and all of
the things you’d like to avoid having to go
through traffic, parking, and physical retail
stores to go and get.
Again, none of this is new... Amazon has
been supplying more than books for decades.
And e-commerce has been disrupting retail
for years. Think of all the secular trends that
we’ve grown tired of hearing about when
people discuss the “retail apocalypse.”
Far more than just goods are the services
required for spending more time at home.
It’s not just ordering a gift or a meal from the
comfort of your favorite chair anymore.
For years, many people have done their taxes
online using TurboTax or other platforms.
Now, it’s all about being able to visit your
doctor without having to go to their office, or
have a contractor inspect something wrong
with an appliance without ever having to
come into your house.

Some of these services weren’t accessible
before the pandemic. Many health care plans
and Medicare-compensated doctors were
wary of telehealth visits before the pandemic.
Once that changed, and doctors and patients
jumped on board, many prefer it this way.
Doctors can see more patients, and
patients don’t have to deal with whitecoat
hypertension for minor issues and regular
check-ups. Who wants to wait in a doctor’s
waiting room or a hospital, surrounded by
other sick people?
There’s one last incredibly important
component to the at-home revolution... As
people invest more into their homes, they
focus more on protecting their homes. That
includes everything from security systems to
guns.
This is a self-fulfilling circle. The more money
people spend to improve their home to be
able to work, play, supply, and protect their
houses, the more time people are going to
want to spend at home. Otherwise, why did
they invest in it?
Of course there are smaller offshoots of each
of these big themes, from educating at home
to hospice at home. Each of these trends is
creating companies that are seeing huge gains
in revenue and many in profit. Investors
realize the value shift occurring and are
pushing those stocks higher.

Commercial real estate, from retail and
theaters to high-quality office space, has a
target on its back. As people and businesses
look to have more work done at home, they
will use commercial space a lot less. Why
pay that exorbitant downtown rent for a
big office building when your employees all
now telecommute? This will mean higher
vacancies, lower rents, and major changes in
how people think about utilizing these spaces.
Already Blackstone, one of the biggest players
in the commercial real estate market, has
shuttered one of its commercial mortgage
backed security (“CMBS”) funds because of
the significant weakening of the space. This
is reminiscent of the canary in the coal mine
collapse of the two Bear Stearns hedge funds
in 2007 that were betting on CDOs and
CDSs exposed to the housing market.
The pandemic is truly transforming the world
by accelerating the at-home revolution, and
there are massive opportunities for those who
can identify the companies that are going to
be the winners of this revolution. Some are
already household names, and others will be
in the years to come as investors realize how
essential they are to households.
The very concept of loss aversion should have
everyone reviewing their portfolios for losers
in the at-home revolution. Meanwhile, those
who don’t pay attention to this trend could
end up missing out on a once-in-a-generation
investing opportunity.

Causalities of the Revolution
While there are going to be many winners, it’s
important to watch out as there are going to
be losers, too.
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By Trish Regan

M

y TV makeup was melting in the
Venezuelan summer heat...

That’s not an easy feat. This particular
makeup is what I like to call “industrial
strength.” It’s specifically designed to
withstand bright studio lights.
But what worked in New York City was no
match for the sweltering June air of this small
town on the outskirts of Caracas.
With no fans in sight, and certainly no air
conditioning, the air inside the church where
I was seated felt sticky and stagnant. The
only motion came from the pulpit where two
hands were waving enthusiastically at the
hundreds of people seated alongside me.
The heat didn’t bother the rest of the crowd.
They were here to see their savior.
“1522 – the year Spain colonized YOU,”
he bellowed in Spanish, his voice reaching
a crescendo as he pointed to my row. “The
great, indigenous people of Venezuela!”
Technically speaking, there were a lot of
Cubans in the room, a Japanese TV crew, and
myself and my American news team. But, hey
– who’s counting?
Certainly not the man of the moment, Hugo
Rafael Chavez... who fashioned himself as
Venezuela’s messiah and bragged that the
nation, under his socialist leadership, was
“born again.”
Tensions were high in Venezuela at the time.
With oil prices at $66 a barrel and climbing,
the Chavez administration was busy vilifying
foreign oil companies. Indeed, within months
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of my visit, Chavez embarked on a massive
push to nationalize businesses and properties,
kicking most foreign oil companies out of
Venezuela.
I had traveled to Caracas that summer on
assignment to cover the 2006 OPEC meeting
for the CBS Evening News. And after speaking
with numerous dignitaries, including the
Venezuelan OPEC minister, I hoped to return
home with an interview from the thenpresident of Venezuela.
His office had given the go-ahead for the
interview. And my contacts at the Caracas
presidential palace, called Miraflores Palace,
promised something as early as the next
day. I wrote down the time and place, then
unpacked my last suit. After several days of
reporting from OPEC, it was the only clean
one I had left.
“I’ll be there!” I promised as I hung up the
phone. “In a red suit.”

‘PRUDENT ECONOMIC POLICIES’
Four days later, I had still not spoken a word
to Chavez...
Instead, I followed him from place to place,
speech to speech, as he carried on from his
pulpit. Forty minutes into his historical
catalogue of the nation, we had made it to the
1700s.
I’ll give him this, Chavez was a gifted orator.
He punctuated his themes with humor, with
storied vignettes and emotion, utilizing his
full range of voice... all while playing to the
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crowd, like an old-fashioned, charismatic
televangelist. One of the best I’d seen.
But once again, his handlers had explained
that the interview would only happen if he
finished on time. And if not, “tomorrow.”
As I looked at my watch, I realized that
would take a near miracle. I’d been hearing
variations of his speech over the last several
days... each time praying he’d end on time...
After all, this wasn’t the first time I had heard
this “tomorrow, tomorrow” refrain from the
office at Miraflores.
Seven years earlier, my Goldman Sachs
colleagues had tried to secure a meeting with
the newly elected president...
It was my first job in finance on Wall Street.
And my emerging markets group was
trading sovereign debt securities. This is
effectively a measurement of a country’s credit
worthiness... so it’s heavily reliant on the
country’s politics and policies.
We focused on Asia and Latin America –
primarily Argentina, Brazil, Mexico, and
Venezuela.
I was tasked with gathering and discerning all
the political and economic news out of Latin
America in order to help clients determine
how the events would affect where sovereign
debt was trading.
And in the summer of 1999, one of the
stories we paid a lot of attention to was the
newly elected Venezuelan president, Hugo
Chavez. As the Washington Post reported at
the time:

MERITOCRACY AT RISK
“Venezuela is being born again,” Chavez,
44, declared as soon as the election results
were reported. As his supporters blared car
horns and set off fireworks in the streets
of this capital, he made an appeal for calm
and vowed to pursue prudent economic
policies.
Prudent. Economic. Policies.
To sovereign debt traders like us, those words
were encouraging.
I was too junior to be included in the team
that went to Caracas, but I was super exited
that my colleagues might meet the new
president.
Once there... they heard the now-familiar
refrain from Miraflores. “Tomorrow,” they
were told. Then, “tomorrow” again.
At that point, the words “prudent economic
policy” had less meaning...
Effectively, we’d been forewarned. This was
a politician who talked a good game about
prudent economic policies – but they were
prudent only to him, his friends, and his
family... all of whom benefited financially.
At the time, Venezuela was riding high...
enjoying the highest per-capita income
in all of Latin America. It was a wealthy
nation with massive resources. The Orinoco
region, located in the northern part of the
country, is now considered the largest source
of proven oil reserves in the world, rivaling
Saudi Arabia. And back then, there was much
excitement over its potential.
But Hugo Chavez was on a crusade, leading

his country into a socialist dictatorship
that would ultimately destroy his country’s
economy... a path encouraged by his mentor,
Fidel Castro, that focused on providing
people with just enough to keep them
dependent.
Citizens could receive a nominal living,
subsidized housing, monthly food rations...
but only so long as they supported him and
his regime. Gangs known as “colectivos” were
imported from Cuba to spy on and intimidate
Venezuelans to ensure that no one stepped
out of line in their support for Hugo Chavez.
Those who did faced violent consequences.

Citizens could receive a
nominal living, subsidized
housing, monthly food
rations... but only so
long as they supported
him and his regime.

TOO GOOD A DEAL?
These memories came flooding back to me
at that moment inside the hot, sweltering
church...
An hour into Chavez’s speech, we were all
the way back to 1830, the year his homeland
became independent. “Finally!” I thought.
Then came the U-turn... Or as I like to call it,
the point of no return.
“Una vez, en Venezuela, en 1680,” he
bellowed dramatically, waving his hands and
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bringing his colorful historical analysis back
even further than in prior speeches.
I sighed.
Outside, street vendors hawked Chavezembossed trinkets, snow-globes, and
keychains. Everywhere you went, from
suburban towns to city centers, supporters
had plastered posters on street corners,
billboards, and bus stops depicting the
country’s leader in a bright red button-down
shirt.
“Well, apparently you chose the right color,
Trish.” I joked to myself and stared down at
my red patent-leather high heels that matched
my skirt-suit... the same suit I’d worn the day
before, and the day before that, and the day
before that.

When you consider what
Chavez and his successor,
Nicolas Maduro, stand for...
it’s an important parallel
to the direction that many
in this country would like
to take the United States
of America.
It was time to cut my losses and head back to
the States.
Still, that trip was enlightening. When you
consider what Chavez and his successor,
Nicolas Maduro, stand for... it’s an important
parallel to the direction that many in this
country would like to take the United States
of America.
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Earlier that week, the Venezuelans, anxious
to show off their oil, flew me and my crew
in an old heavy plane – complete with open
windows – to the middle of the Orinoco
region that provided so much excitement
for Goldman when Chavez assumed power.
The plane looked a lot like the broken-down
penguin plane in the popular kids movie
Madagascar... I consider myself lucky to have
made it to and from the Orinoco Basin in one
piece.
In 2006, foreign oil companies – including
some major American energy companies –
were still trying to turn this thick, heavy,
tar-like crude into a refined product ready
for widespread use. I remember holding a
full cup of the unrefined sludge in my hand,
turning it upside down, and not a drop
spilling out!
It was clear Venezuela desperately needed
both technology and foreign investment to
get the oil out of the ground and to refine
it... But Chavez – apparently fearing that
the Europeans and Americans were getting
too good a deal – soon forced all foreign oil
companies out of the country.
With no brain power from abroad, no
technology, and no equipment to extract the
oil, the country’s only real revenue source was
about to dry up.

HOW TO RUIN A STRONG
ECONOMY
Nearly 15 years later, Venezuela has been
transformed...

MERITOCRACY AT RISK
The nation is grappling with hyperinflation
that’s so bad that its bolivar currency is seen
as worthless. Thousands of bolivars litter the
streets, and they’re so worthless that locals
have even resorted to making them into
crafts.
People are starving. The latest data that we
have, from 2018, showed that the average
Venezuelan lost 24 pounds in a year. Food is
an increasingly scarce commodity that they
cannot afford. Indeed, 90% of the population
lacks regular access to food.
Meanwhile, failure to maintain the country’s
infrastructure has resulted in an electrical
grid that suffers from constant outages. The
government blamed one major outage last
year – one that left people without clean
water – entirely on the U.S., with Maduro
specifically citing U.S. intelligence operatives
and Florida Senator Marco Rubio as the
instigators. “The electricity war declared
and directed by U.S. imperialism against
our people will be defeated,” he claimed.
“Nothing and nobody will vanquish the
people of Bolivar and Chavez.” In other
words, it’s imperialism and capitalism that are
to blame – always.
Looting, meanwhile, is now rampant. And
thanks to the government’s confiscation of
all firearms, it’s mostly the aforementioned
colectivo gangs – a kind of paramilitary group
courtesy of Cuba – that have the guns. The
rest of society runs the risk of arrest if they’re
caught with a firearm.
Venezuela’s lawless economy should serve as
an ominous, real-time case study in how to

ruin a strong economy in 20 years.
It’s a class warfare story that Americans
should pay close attention to right now as
we watch the likes of Alexandria OcasioCortez, Elizabeth Warren, Bernie Sanders,
Ilhan Omar, and even Joe Biden – who is
defenseless against his party’s rabid progressive
(and I’d argue oppressive) wing of the party –
promote a form of economic populism that
emphasizes higher taxes for those who work
and free stuff for those who don’t.
Today, our entire American system is under
attack...

The nation is grappling
with hyperinflation that’s
so bad that its bolivar
currency is seen as
worthless. Thousands of
bolivars litter the streets.
Bernie Sanders, the socialist from Vermont
who honeymooned in the former Soviet
Union as then-mayor of Burlington, was
nearly the Democrat nominee for president.
Now, Joe Biden has lost all sense of self as he
attempts to appease the uber left wing of his
party who demand a new economic order. In
their socialist utopia, work and investment is
penalized through higher income and capital
gains taxes, while the poorest members of
society are provided with free college, free
health care, free childcare, free everything...
through far-reaching government programs.
Sounds familiar? Chavez, too, offered
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freebies... freebies that ultimately proved too
costly.
Today, the Venezuelan economy is in an
official state of misery.
Chavez’s successor has been criticized for
creating a criminal regime – one that openly
permits drug trafficking in and out of its
ports. According to some reports, he may have
even siphoned off the Venezuelan Central
Bank’s gold, possibly shipping it out of the
country’s vaults in the middle of the night.

So I say this as someone
who is motivated not by
party: We must focus
on what is best for our
economy, for our jobs,
and for our markets.
Sound economic policy doesn’t need to be
political...
After all, John F. Kennedy cut taxes.
So I say this as someone who is motivated
not by party: We must focus on what is best
for our economy, for our jobs, and for our
markets.
Recent chatter on Capitol Hill from both
sides has me questioning what is happening
to the great American meritocracy that,
despite many challenges, still enabled us to
become the biggest, most successful economy
in the world.
It is clear that the party of JFK, a party
that once believed in empowering every
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American to achieve the American Dream, is
increasingly being led astray by the siren call
of class warfare.
Higher taxes on individuals and corporations
will spell economic disaster by suppressing
incentives to work and grow. Combined with
free health care and free college, it’s unclear
how our population will support itself in 20
years.
Meanwhile, President Donald Trump himself
is pushing stimulus checks that will provide
jobless Americans with $400 a week. It’s
politically helpful and may even boost the
economy and markets in the near term...
However, there are long-term consequences
associated with weekly handouts from the
government that should not be forgotten.
Both fiscally, in terms of what we can and
cannot afford, and culturally. Why go to work
if one can earn as much staying at home? A
recent survey by the University of Chicago
determined that 68% of jobless Americans
made more money as a result of federal and
state stimulus checks than they did in their
previous jobs.
If we continue with a weekly $400 or $600
handout for a prolonged period, we may
soon embark on a downward socialism spiral
similar to the failed stories of Venezuela,
Cuba, and other miserable economies.
No one wants to say it, so I will: This is the
economic outcome that certain lawmakers
desire. Some in Washington, D.C. actually
want our economy to struggle for their own
political positioning.

MERITOCRACY AT RISK
As a result of this politically motivated
environment and increasingly broken
government, too many lawmakers seem intent
on stalling growth... all under the difficult-toargue-with rationale that if you go to work,
you might die.
It may be dramatic… But there is some truth
to it, which is what makes this entire issue so
terrifying. There are definitely at-risk groups
– particularly the elderly and those with
preexisting conditions that are, indeed, at risk.
So here’s an idea: Why not help those who are
older or with preexisting conditions who need
it, while encouraging the rest of our society
not in high-risk categories to find a way back
to work?
We’re a resilient society. We’re a creative
society. We can manage this.
So why won’t Washington let us?
Because many leaders don’t trust us as
individuals.
Consider the recent issue with masks.
Last month, Joe Biden told a reporter
in Pittsburgh that he would agree to an
executive order to mandate everyone wear
masks nationwide. But shouldn’t this issue be
left up to individual communities who can
better assess their risk level than the federal
government? I doubt that someone out for a
hike in Montana has the same exposure risk as
a New York City subway rider.
There are politicians who don’t believe
individual communities can and will figure
this out and rebuild on their own. More

alarming, I believe, are the politicians who
don’t entirely want us to rebuild. Because if
we do, it weakens their political hand.
The key to the success of America has always
been, and always will be, our economy. We
cannot allow it to be taken from us. We are
entrepreneurs, we are workers, we are creative
thinkers. Let’s use our entrepreneurial spirit,
our work ethic, and our creativity to rebuild
the greatest economy in the world. Politics be
damned.

We’re a resilient society.
We’re a creative society.
We can manage this.
So why won’t
Washington let us?
Because many leaders
don’t trust us as individuals.
As we watch riots in the streets of Portland
and a massive breakdown between Democrats
and Republicans on Capitol Hill, our fragility
is exposed.
We are currently on a path to ending up like
Venezuela in two decades’ time.

‘FREEDOM CAN BE FLEETING’
But even in the nightmare that is Venezuela,
there is hope.
Unlike their progressive counterparts in
the U.S., who have been indoctrinated into
group-think by too many overly political
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academic institutions, the young people of
Venezuela recognize the dangers of socialism.
They’ve seen for themselves how it destroyed
their country.
As such, you’ll encounter young people in
Venezuela that are attracted to capitalism
because they see capitalism for what it is:
freedom.
Last year, I traveled to Bogota, Colombia to
interview Vice President Mike Pence. The
VP was in the region to meet with Latin
American leaders... including the former
speaker of the National Assembly – and now,
internationally recognized new Venezuelan
president – Juan Guaido. (His presidency, was
and still is, disputed by Venezuelan dictator
Maduro, and the dispute of power has further
descended the country into chaos.)

The stronger American
freedom is, the stronger
our economy is... and thus,
the stronger our nation is.

country. As such, they risked being jailed upon
their return.
But as freedom fighters, they both shared an
optimism for what their country could be, if
only the right policies were in place.
“What is your advice to those us of in the
United States who are contemplating a
socialist regime here?” I asked Guaido, the
man seen as the future of his country.
“Never forget how fragile freedom is,” he told
me. “Freedom can be fleeting.”
And isn’t that the truth.
We must always protect our freedoms... Our
freedom of speech, our freedom to protect
ourselves, our freedom to earn and become
prosperous. The stronger American freedom
is, the stronger our economy is... and thus,
the stronger our nation is.
“Live Free or Die” is the motto on the license
plates of the state I still call home, New
Hampshire. Those words speak truth.
Our freedom is all we have.

Guaido and his wife had risked their lives,
traveling across the Venezuela-Colombia
border in Cucuta for a chance to sit down with
Pence and encourage other regional leaders to
proactively distance themselves from Maduro –
the former bus driver turned Chavez appointee
who assumed the presidency upon Chavez’s
death in the spring of 2013. The Guaidos had
left their toddler daughter at home with family
and, when I spoke with them, were not yet
sure how they would return home as Maduro
had ordered it illegal for Guaido to leave the
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ADVERTORIAL

STOCK WARNING:

“IT’S ALREADY SPREADING”
I was there when he first predicted it...
Sitting in a conference room in Las Vegas.
It was a scary time in the stock market...
One day it was up, the next it seemed like it
was crashing.
Most people were confused – much like
they are today.
Then, my boss, a PhD and former hedge
fund manager who I’d been working with
for just a few years, took the stage.
He’s perhaps the smartest man I’ve ever met
– he predicted the rise of gold in 2003, the
top of the dot-com bubble in 2000, and the
bottom of the Great Recession in 2009 —
and I’ve personally read at least 100 emails
from people who’ve made fortunes following his recommendations.
What he said in Vegas didn’t make much
sense at the time... but it’s playing out exactly as he predicted.
He believes a mania will hit the U.S. stock
market any day now... one that’ll take
most people by surprise.
Like usual, some will become fabulously
wealthy while others get crushed.
For the past two years, I’ve made it my
mission to spread the word about my boss’
prediction.

I’ve even recruited the help of a well-known
celebrity investor.
Recently, I got both experts in a room for a
rare eye-opening interview.
They walked me through exactly what’s
happening and what to expect next. (They
even gave the name and ticker symbol of
a small stock that’s been attracting a lot of
Wall Street attention recently.)
I’ve asked for this link to be forwarded to as
many people as possible... and I’m glad it’s
now found its found its way to you.
Many of the predictions made in this video
have already come true... and could have an
enormous impact on your wealth.
To watch the free presentation before it
comes offline, click here.
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By Kim Iskyan

The coming worldwide debt crisis will render to rubble the very foundations
of the global economy. It’s not a question of if... It’s a question of when.

The Debt
Jubilee Is
Going Global
In the U.S, we can see exactly what’s
happening by looking at the balance sheet of
the Federal Reserve. The U.S. central bank
has pumped upward of $3 trillion into the
economy over the past few months alone. Its
total assets now exceed $7 trillion.
And it’s our children (and grandchildren) who
will be paying it all off.
That is, if it’s ever paid off.
Today, policies, politicians, and political
expediency are aligning for debt forgiveness
and moratorium on an unprecedented scale.

Whether it’s consumer debt, student debt,
mortgage debt, municipality and state debt...
a “debt jubilee” is a redistribution of money
from those who have invested and saved – to
those who can’t pay what they owe.
But this is only one piece of the “debt
mosaic” that stretches far beyond the U.S.
borders. The rest of the world has also been
drinking from the “debt punchbowl,” too...
And next, American taxpayers might be
footing the bill for debt jubilees in other
countries... for places and people you may
never have even heard of... for debt that’s
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never entered your mind. Like money owed
by the government of Argentina – which,
last month, defaulted for the ninth time in
the past century – or any number of other
developing economies around the world.
According to the Institute of International
Finance, a finance industry association,
total global debt – money borrowed by
companies, households, and governments
– has risen by $87 trillion since the start of
the 2008 to 2009 global economic crisis...
to around $258 trillion as of the end of
March.

Total debt from emerging
markets has more than
doubled since 2010 to $73
trillion today.
That means global debt stands at 331% of
total economic output.
That’s up nearly 50 percentage points since
the last big economic crisis. And since
forecasts of how much economic output is
going to fall in 2020 are all over the map, in
reality, this percentage is probably larger.
One of the ironies of a potential debt jubilee
in emerging markets is that even now, some
of the world’s most rickety economies are
still piling up on debt, due in part to the Fed
pumping liquidity into the global economy.
From April 1 through mid-July, emergingmarket governments raised an incredible $90
billion by selling bonds to global investors.
And in a lot of ways, the debt situation
for the U.S., the eurozone, and Japan is an
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anthill compared to the Mount Everest-sized
challenge facing countries that don’t enjoy the
luxury of being a reserve currency.
The Fed can easily create new money, whether
to bail out small businesses hit by the
coronavirus, pay holders of U.S. Treasurys, or
to buy “junk bond” exchange-traded funds
(“ETFs”).
But if developing economies from Ecuador to
Zimbabwe start printing their local currencies
to buy ventilators, pay bus drivers, or meet
a bond payment... they’ll spark massive
inflation. That will cause far more damage to
their economies than the destruction they’re
trying to head off.
Total debt from emerging markets has more
than doubled since 2010 to $73 trillion today.
The biggest emerging markets include China,
India, and Russia. The grand total includes
around $3.2 trillion owed by the dozens of
“frontier markets,” which are economies that
haven’t reached “emerging” status yet.
In recent years, as yields on bonds in
developed countries have collapsed to zero
and into negative-return territory, investors
have tripped over each other to lend to
markets where they can earn interest of
around 9% (Zambia’s 2015 international
bond issuance) or 7% (Tajikistan’s in 2017).
Before the coronavirus-inspired crash in
global asset prices earlier this year, bonds
issued by Mexico and Brazil yielded around
6.5%. When the global economy is growing,
those look like good bets.
But the risk-reward setup has all changed
now.

Lying on Their Deathbed

and gaunt. If a 90-pound man loses 20 or 30
pounds, he’s on his deathbed.

With the global economy lurching into
depression, many developing economies have
been hit the hardest. Those most dependent
on trade are seeing demand evaporate... and
countries that sell a lot of commodities (oil,
in particular) are hurting the most.

In response to the dark prospects for poor
countries, the G-20 – a group of mostly
developed economies – agreed to suspend
repayments for government-to-government
loans to as many as 76 poor countries for the
rest of the year.

Poverty, a weak health care infrastructure, and
the physical impossibility of social distancing
are prime breeding grounds for the spread
of the coronavirus – from Nigeria to Brazil
to Russia to India. Five of the six countries
globally that have the most coronavirus cases
are in the emerging world (the U.S. is the
exception).

South Africa is in such dire
straits that it’s borrowing
money from the IMF for the
first time since the end of
apartheid in 1994.

The International Monetary Fund (“IMF”)
projects that Brazil’s economy will shrink
by more than 9% this year. That would
be Brazil’s worst recession in history. The
Russian currency, the ruble, is down 15%
since the start of the year. South Africa is in
such dire straits that it’s borrowing money
from the IMF for the first time since the end
of apartheid in 1994. India’s prime minister
has warned that the coronavirus could set
back the country’s socioeconomic progress
by “decades.” Economic growth in 2020 in
emerging markets as a whole is forecast to
shrink for the first time in 60 years.

The G-20 was thinking of both the risks of a
default – as well as the human suffering in poor
countries. According to the Financial Times:

And for every big headline emerging market
that’s stumbling, there are a dozen small
countries – from Zimbabwe to Peru to
Cambodia – that are facing even darker
prospects. They’re smaller and have fewer
resources to fall back on. If a 175-pound
man loses 20 or 30 pounds, he looks skinny

So to help poor countries, governments are
pressuring investors in the debt of the world’s
small and emerging-market countries to join
them in allowing poor countries to push back
payments and start to talk about restructuring
debt.

The debt postponement was “a plan to
tackle the health and economic crises
triggered by the coronavirus pandemic
and prevent an emerging-markets debt
crunch.”
The idea is that the G-20 and other
government-supported bodies want poor
countries to boost their own economies and
save lives with the money that they would
otherwise be paying them in bond payments.

Restructuring sovereign debt is usually a long
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and messy process. And it usually involves
swapping old bonds for new ones that carry
a lower interest rate or longer repayment
periods.
In the end, investors take a “haircut” – that
is, they get back less money than they were
originally promised.
That’s precisely why individual investors need
to pay attention. The debt jubilee octopus has
wrapped its tentacles around us already.

Without realizing it, a lot of
small investors in the U.S.
hold the debt of emergingmarket governments
and companies in their
retirement accounts and
other funds or ETFs.
(And this is only a small way... Stansberry
Research founder Porter Stansberry recently
released a startling presentation that explains
how the debt jubilee can hurt you – and how
to protect yourself and your family – and
your assets.)

Is Your 401(k) at Risk?
The big private investors in emerging and
frontier market debt are recognizable names.
They include BlackRock (which manages
the biggest emerging-market bond ETF),
Vanguard, VanEck, Invesco, Fidelity, and
other asset managers.
The debt of emerging-market governments
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is sprinkled in with a lot of high-yield bond
funds. Nearly two dozen emerging-market
bond ETFs are traded on the New York Stock
Exchange. The largest is BlackRock’s iShares
JPMorgan USD Emerging Markets Bond
Fund (EMB), with a market capitalization of
around $14 billion.
Without realizing it, a lot of small investors
in the U.S. hold the debt of emergingmarket governments and companies in their
retirement accounts and other funds or ETFs.
In the past, these sorts of big asset managers
haven’t raised much fuss when countries
want them to take a haircut. They’ve typically
simply taken the hit – or rather, the people
owning their funds have taken the hit – and
moved on.
But this time, according to the Financial
Times, the asset managers say they’ll play
hardball. Although the need for financial
relief is stark in many cases, there are
indications that some investment groups
may break with the custom of reluctantly
accepting financially painful compromises to
achieve a restructuring and instead fight for a
better deal.
Some restructuring is inevitable, especially for
countries in particularly dire financial straits –
like Lebanon and Zambia, which were part of
an early wave of emerging economies looking
to make a deal with creditors. So far, of the
76 countries (based on level of economic
development) eligible for a special G-20
debt service suspension program, around 41
countries have applied – for a total of $8.8
billion in requested postponement.

According to the Financial Times in mid-July,
the head of the World Bank, David Malpass,
pushed the G-20 to “open the door to
consultations about the debt overhang itself
and effective ways to reduce the net present
value of both official bilateral and commercial
debt for the poorest countries.” And that
would very likely lead to pushing for similar
by private creditors. (Who’s that?... that’s you.)
The worst-case scenario for this process?

He was referring to “Modern Monetary
Theory,” which argues that governments can
pay for huge spending by simply issuing more
currency without needing to worry about
deficits. However, as Tomas explained, there’s
a big difference in Argentina...
“Here it’s not modern, and there’s nothing
monetary about it. It’s just the central
bank printing money, giving it to the
Treasury, and the Treasury never has to
give it back. It’s the only way to survive.”

Argentina in Free Fall
As recently as June 2017, investors had
enough faith in Argentina’s turnaround that
they bought $2.75 billion of a 100-year bond.
It was faith... or maybe they were blinded
by greed and the 7.9% yield on the bond.
Either way, they simply ignored the country’s
history of default. (The IMF went one better,
extending $57 billion in loans to Argentina
just a year later.)
Now, Argentina is in free fall.
A nationwide lockdown has decimated the
Argentine economy, which is forecast to
contract by about 12% this year. But what’s
different for Argentina is that the economy was
already in dire shape, after shrinking 2.5% last
year – and posting inflation of 48%.
When I visited Argentina’s capital, Buenos
Aires, last September, the mood was dark.
Today, it’s apocalyptic.
My friend Tomas, an economist and private
investor in Buenos Aires, told me recently
over the phone, “We’ve had MMT here in
Argentina for the past 70 years.”

When I visited Argentina’s
capital, Buenos Aires, last
September, the mood
was dark. Today, it’s
apocalyptic.
Over the past six months, the printing presses
have been running overtime in Argentina.
In a desperate attempt to pay the bills, the
government has increased the total monetary
base – that’s the total amount of currency
in circulation or in the commercial bank
deposits held by the central bank – by more
than one-third in recent months. It doesn’t
help...
Most of those wet-ink pesos are quickly
converted into dollars. That’s been reflected in
the 20% drop in the Argentine peso against
the U.S. dollar since the beginning of the
year. And in reality, the drop is a lot worse.
The dólar blue rate – the black market rate – is
around double the official exchange rate. The
official exchange rate is around 72 pesos to
American Consequences
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the U.S. dollar. But on the streets of Buenos
Aires right now, you’ll need around 135
pesos to get a single greenback. That reflects
how desperate people are to get out of pesos,
because they expect it to fall even further.
Inflation has been relatively contained in
recent months because people haven’t been
buying much while in lockdown. And price
controls on some consumer items have helped
keep inflation under control for the time
being. The country's government recently
came to terms with creditors to stave off
another default, but that’s like putting a
Band-Aid on a patient who's suffering a heart
attack, broken leg, and concussion all at once.
Inflation is still forecast to hit around 40%
for the year. And that estimate is going to rise
sharply in coming months.

Argentina won’t be the
first debt jubilee that you
help fund... particularly if
you hold emerging-market
bonds somewhere in your
portfolio. And it probably
won’t be the last.
“Hyperinflation is on its way,” Tomas told
me.
In Argentina, inflation hit close to 5,000%
in 1989. When Argentines talk about high
inflation, they’re not kidding.
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What’s Next for You?
Argentina won’t be the first debt jubilee that
you help fund... particularly if you hold
emerging-market bonds somewhere in your
portfolio. And it probably won’t be the last.
In the meantime, the stronger emerging
markets will continue to pull away from the
rest. (Strangely, South Korea and Taiwan
– highly developed economies – are still
considered emerging markets.)
And China is in a different universe from the
countries of the developing world that are
going hat in hand to the IMF.
But today, investors should be sure to look
under the hood of their emerging-market
bond funds to see what’s really inside. We
suggest you make this a regular practice with
every investment you have... whether it’s
stocks, pension funds, or ETFs.
ETFs, in particular, sometimes either don’t
reflect what their titles suggest or may include
assets that you’re not aware of – such as
emerging-market debt.
Finally, don’t get me wrong, all of this matters
a lot now... as currencies in places like
Argentina and Brazil drop in value relative to
the U.S. dollar and as poor countries struggle.
But if and when the debt jubilee starts in
earnest and that entire $258 trillion global
debt tab comes due, then emerging markets
might be the least of our problems.

WE'RE WATCHING
TWITTER, SO YOU
DON'T HAVE TO
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THE
PRIVATE
SPACE RACE
By John Stossel
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few weeks ago, American astronauts
returned to Earth. Their trip to the
space station was the first manned
launch from the U.S. in 10 years.

By NASA? No. Of course, not.
This space flight happened because the
government was not in charge.
An Obama administration committee had
concluded that launching such a vehicle
would take 12 years and cost $36 billion. But
this rocket was finished in half that time – for
less than $1 billion (1/36th the predicted
cost). That’s because it was built by Elon
Musk’s private company, SpaceX. He does
things faster and cheaper because he spends
his own money.
“This is the potential of free enterprise!”
explains aerospace engineer Robert Zubrin.
Of course, years ago, NASA did manage to
send astronauts to the moon. That succeeded,
says Zubrin, “because it was purpose-driven.
(America) wanted to astonish the world
[with] what free people could do.”
But in the 50 years since then, as
transportation improved and computers
got smaller and cheaper, NASA made little
progress.
Fortunately, President Barack Obama gave
private companies permission to compete in
space, saying, “We can’t keep doing the same
old things as before.”

Competition then cut the cost of space travel
to a fraction of what it was.
Why couldn’t NASA have done that?
Because after the moon landing, it became a
typical government agency – overbudget and
behind schedule. Zubrin says NASA’s purpose
seemed to be to “supply money to various
suppliers.”
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Suppliers were happy to go along. Zubrin
once worked at Lockheed Martin, where he
discovered a way for a rocket to carry twice as
much weight. “We went to management, the
engineers, and said, ‘Look, we could double
the payload capability for 10% extra cost.’
They said, ‘Look, if the Air Force wants us to
improve the Titan, they’ll pay us to do it!’”
NASA was paying the development costs of
contractors and then adding 10% profit. The
more things cost, the bigger the contractor’s
profit. So contractors had little incentive to
innovate.

Competition
then cut the cost
of space travel to
a fraction of what
it was.
Why couldn’t
NASA have
done that?
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Even NASA now admits this is a
problem. During its 2020 budget request,
Administrator Jim Bridenstine confessed, “We
have not been good at maintaining schedule
and... at maintaining costs.”
Nor is NASA good at innovating. Their
technology was so out of date, says Zubrin,
that “astronauts brought their laptops with
them into space – because shuttle computers
were obsolete.”
I asked, “When (NASA) saw that the
astronauts brought their own computers, why
didn’t they upgrade?”

The private sector always
comes up with ways to
do things that politicians
cannot imagine.
“Because they had an entire philosophy that
various components had to be space rated,” he
explains. “Space rating was very bureaucratic
and costly.”
NASA was OK with high costs as long
as spaceships were assembled in many
congressmen’s districts. “NASA is a very large
job program,” says aerospace lawyer James
Dunstan. “By spreading its centers across the
country, NASA gets more support from more
different congressmen.”
Congressmen even laugh about it. Randy Weber
(R-Texas) joked, “We’ll welcome (NASA) back
to Texas to spend lots of money any time.”
Private companies do more with less money.
One of Musk’s cost-saving innovations is
reusable rocket boosters.
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For years, NASA dropped its boosters into the
ocean.
“Why would they throw it away?” I ask
Dunstan.
“Because that’s the way it’s always been done!”
he replies.
Twenty years ago, at Lockheed Martin,
Zubrin had proposed reusable boosters. His
bosses told him: “Cute idea. But if we sell one
of these, we’re out of business.”
Zubrin explains, “They wanted to keep the
cost of space launch high.”
Thankfully, now that self-interested
entrepreneurs compete, space travel will get
cheaper. Musk can’t waste a dollar. SpaceX
must compete with Jeff Bezos’ Blue Origin,
Richard Branson’s Virgin Galactic, Boeing,
Lockheed Martin, and others.
The private sector always comes up with ways
to do things that politicians cannot imagine.
Government didn’t invent affordable cars,
airplanes, iPhones, etc. It took competing
entrepreneurs and pursuing profit to nurture
them into the good things we have now.
Get rid of government monopolies. For-profit
competition brings us the best things in life.
© Creators
John Stossel is author of Give Me a
Break: How I Exposed Hucksters,
Cheats, and Scam Artists
and Became the Scourge of
the Liberal Media.

ADVERTORIAL

FORGET ABOUT 5G.
“6G” IS ALREADY HERE.

5G has barely hit the market...And already
there is something more powerful.
In fact, this new technology is so superior
to consumer 5G...Former tech executive Jeff
Brown believes we are looking at an early
version of a completely different technology:
“6G.”
Right now, the biggest companies in
America are paying a king’s ransom to
gain access to this “6G” network.
Names like:












McDonald’s
Disney
Johnson and Johnson
BMW
ESPN
Zillow
Pfizer
Airbnb
Sony
General Electric
Capital One

Even supposedly advanced technology companies are desperate to access 6G. Apple is
paying $30 million every month to use this
early 6G network. Facebook forks over $11
million per month for private access. And
Netflix spent $19 million a month during the
pandemic. The list of groups paying for “6G”

“This is the next way to
invest in the tech boom.”
~ Silicon Valley angel investor Jeff Brown
access doesn’t stop in the corporate world.
NASA, the U.S. Department of State, the
USDA...The European Space Agency...Even
the world-famous British Broadcasting Corp.
(BBC)...
All are currently using this explosive early
“6G” network. Jeff Brown just completed a
full investigation into “6G”. One company
runs this private network. And Jeff believes
this “6G” pioneer is the most important tech
company in the world.
In this video, he’ll share the name and ticker
symbol of this “6G” company.
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fter years of rumblings for change
in U.S. education, the COVID-19
pandemic is becoming a catalyst for
improving the system. America’s educational
divide – especially in grades K-12 (elementary
through high school) – is now clearly visible
for anyone to see. Disparities in quality and
access to education are a major source of
the economic, social, and racial inequalities
that are driving so much social unrest from
Austin and Oakland to Portland and Seattle.
Whether they come from impoverished innercity neighborhoods or the suburbs, the leasteducated Americans have been the hardest hit
by the pandemic and its economic effects.
Fortunately, economist Thomas Sowell (my
colleague at the Hoover Institution) has
offered a solution. In his new book, Charter
Schools and Their Enemies, he shows that
schools with more autonomy and flexibility
than traditional public schools are closing the
educational divide, providing sorely needed
choice, opportunity, and competition.
Sowell’s careful analysis of the data, which was
available before the pandemic struck, shows
that students in publicly funded but privately
operated charter schools like Success Academy
in New York City score remarkably higher
on standardized achievement tests than do
those in traditional public schools. The book
contains reams of convincing evidence, all of
which is explained beautifully and presented
clearly in more than 90 pages of tables.

Sowell controls for many factors, including
school location: students at charter schools
within the same building as a traditional
public school perform several times better on
the same tests. And he supplements the hard
data with simple evidence, such as the long
waiting lists to get into the better-performing
charter schools. But if charter schools work
so well, what explains the enemies mentioned
in the book’s title? Critics of charter schools
would list many reasons, but the main one,
Sowell laments, is that public schools simply
do not want the competition.
Will the COVID-19 crisis finally change
things? There are already positive signs
that it has. Last month, U.S. Secretary of
Education Betsy DeVos unveiled a new,
five-year $85 million scholarship fund
that will help students from lower-income
families in Washington, D.C. go to schools
of their choice. It is part of her department’s
Opportunity Scholarship Program, the only
federally funded school-choice initiative in
the United States. The average income of
families in the program is less than $27,000
per year, and more than 90% of students in it
are African-American or Hispanic/Latino.
In another promising sign, U.S. Senators
Tim Scott of South Carolina and Lamar
Alexander of Tennessee recently introduced
a bill to direct some of the educational relief
funding in this year’s U.S. Coronavirus Aid,
Relief, and Economic Security (CARES)
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Act to school-choice programs. That money
would enable lower-income families that are
hard-pressed by the pandemic to send their
children to alternative schools. Among other
things, the legislation would direct 10%
of CARES Act educational funds toward
scholarships for private-school tuition or
reimbursement for homeschooling costs.

If we all focus squarely on
that question, the pandemic’s
long-term impact on
education could turn out to
be highly beneficial.
But most telling, perhaps, is the fact that
many families and individuals are coming
up with their own solutions. Consider the
sudden blossoming of pandemic learning
“pods,” wherein parents get together, find
teachers, and form a class for kids in the
neighborhood. Learning pods are a natural
civil-society response to school closing in
many districts in California and elsewhere.
When schools suspend services, parents
immediately will seek out alternative
solutions, especially when they have concerns
about their children’s ability to learn remotely.
Of course, learning pods already have enemies
of their own, with critics complaining that
the practice is unfair, harmful for traditional
schools, or available only to those who can
afford to hire teachers. But that is all the more
reason to make high-quality, effective schools
more widely accessible. Quashing new ideas is
not the answer.
The struggle over pandemic-era education
is quickly moving to statehouses. In June,
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as part of the new state budget, California
lawmakers passed Senate Bill 98, which caps
per-student state funding for charter and
public schools at last year’s funding levels. The
point is to limit charter school enrollments
at a time when demand for alternatives to
traditional public schools is surging. But with
those public schools closing and resorting to
remote teaching, students from lower-income
households will be the ultimate victims.
There are already at least 13,000 students
waiting to enroll in charter schools in
California. But owing to SB98, notes State
Senator Melissa Melendez, “if you are in a
school that is failing that is really too bad. You
are just going to have to stay there and deal
with it. That is not fair to the student or the
parent.”
In his book, Sowell points out that,
“Those who want to see quality education
remain available to low-income minority
neighborhoods must raise the question, again
and again, when various policies and practices
are proposed: ‘How is this going to affect the
education of children?’”
If we all focus squarely on that question, the
pandemic’s long-term impact on education
could turn out to be highly beneficial.
© Project Syndicate
John B. Taylor, Under Secretary of
the U.S. Treasury from 2001 to 2005,
is Professor of Economics at Stanford
University and a senior fellow at the
Hoover Institution. He is the author
of Global Financial Warriors and (with
George P. Shultz) Choose Economic
Freedom.
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STRESS TEST
OF A STRAINING
SUPERPOWER
By Patrick J. Buchanan
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HOW GREAT A BURDEN CAN EVEN
AN UNRIVALED SUPERPOWER CARRY
BEFORE IT BUCKLES AND BREAKS?
WE MAY BE ABOUT TO FIND OUT.
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STRAINING SUPERPOWER
Rome was the superpower of its time, ruling
for centuries almost the entirety of what was
then called the civilized world.
Great Britain was a superpower of its day, but
she bled, bankrupted, and broke herself in the
Thirty Years War of the West from 1914 to
1945. By Winston Churchill’s death in 1965,
the empire had vanished, and Britain was
being invaded by a stream of migrants from
its former colonies.

China controls the production
of 97% of the antibiotics upon
which the lives of millions of
Americans depend.
America was the real superpower of the 20th
century and became sole claimant to that title
with the collapse of the Soviet Union between
1989 and 1991, an event Vladimir Putin
called “the greatest geopolitical tragedy of the
20th century.”
Has America’s turn come? Is America
breaking under the burdens it has lately
assumed and is attempting to carry?
Recently, at the presidential library of Richard
Nixon, who ushered Mao’s China onto the
world stage, Secretary of State Mike Pompeo
laid out a strategy of containment and
confrontation of a China that is far more the
equal of the USA than was the USSR.
Writes Hudson’s Institute’s Arthur Herman:
“In the 1960s, manufacturing made up 25%
of U.S. gross domestic product. It’s barely
11% today. More than five million American
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manufacturing jobs have been lost since 2000.”
China controls the production of 97% of the
antibiotics upon which the lives of millions
of Americans depend. She provides critical
components in the production chains of U.S.
weapons systems.
Beijing commands more warships than the
U.S. Navy and holds $1 trillion in U.S. debt.
Moscow never had this kind of hold on us.
Herman writes...
“Since 2000, America’s defense industry
has shed more than 20,000 U.S.-based
manufacturing companies. As the work those
companies once did domestically has shifted
overseas, much of it has gone to China. From
rare-earth metals and permanent magnets to
high-end electronic components and printed
circuit boards, the Pentagon has slowly
become dependent on Chinese industrial
output. Asia produces 90% of the world’s
circuit boards – more than half of them in
China. The U.S. share of global circuit-board
production has fallen to 5%.”
Decoupling from China and re-industrializing
America would be an immense undertaking.
But unless and until we do it, we remain
vulnerable.
Another decades-long struggle, this time with
China, like the Cold War that consumed
so much of our attention and wealth from
the 1940s to 1991, is not the only challenge
America faces.
Through NATO, the U.S. is still the principal
protector of almost 30 European nations.
And despite Donald Trump’s promise to end
our forever wars, 8,500 U.S. troops remain in

Afghanistan, 5,000 in Iraq, hundreds in Syria,
thousands more in Kuwait and Bahrain.
There are other huge new claims on America’s
time, attention, and resources. Some 145,000
Americans have perished in five months of
the coronavirus pandemic, more U.S. dead
than all the Americans soldiers lost in Korea,
Vietnam, Iraq, and Afghanistan.
A thousand Americans are dying every day, a
higher daily death toll than in World War II
and the Civil War combined.
The U.S. economy has been thrust into
something approaching a second Depression.
The 2020 deficit runs into the trillions of
dollars. Our national debt is now far larger
than our GDP and soaring. Tens of millions
are unemployed. And the shutdowns are
beginning anew.
From the protests, riots, rampages, and
statue-smashing of the last two months, it is
apparent that millions of Americans detest
our history and heroes. Though nowhere
in recorded time have 42 million people of
African descent achieved the measures of
freedom and prosperity they have in the USA,
we are daily admonished that ours is a rotten
and sick society whose every institution is
shot through with “systemic racism.”
The racial divisions are almost as ugly as during
the riots of the 1960s in Harlem, Watts,
Newark, and 100 cities that exploded after the
assassination of Dr. Martin Luther King.

The Democratic Party is promising to take up
the issue of racial reparations for our original
sin of slavery. The first order of business, we
are told, is ending inequality – of income,
wealth, educational attainment, and health
care. The racial disparity in police arrests,
prosecutions, incarcerations, and school
expulsions must end.

Some 145,000 Americans
have perished in five
months of the coronavirus
pandemic, more U.S. dead
than all the Americans
soldiers lost in Korea,
Vietnam, Iraq, and
Afghanistan.
But if the trillions we have spent to address
these inequalities since the Great Society days
have failed to make greater progress, why
should we believe that we even know how
to succeed, absent the imposition of a rigid
socialist egalitarianism of results?
The Old Republic is facing a stress test
unlike any it has known since the Union was
threatened with dissolution in the Civil War.
© Creators
Patrick J. Buchanan is the author of
Nixon’s White House Wars: The Battles
That Made and Broke a President and
Divided America Forever.

In the numbers of citizens now shot and
killed every week, great American cities such
as Baltimore, St. Louis, Detroit, and Chicago
are looking more like Baghdad.
American Consequences
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By Buck Sexton

CAN JOE
BIDEN
REALLY BE
PRESIDENT?
T

he next two months of partisan warfare
will be the ugliest in recent memory...

Protests, riots, and looting have been
occurring regularly for months. They are
likely to get worse as the election gets closer.
America’s national political conversation
is focused on coercing and destroying the
opposition rather than any kind of movement
to persuade the other side. There are even
rumors and the occasional editorial piece that
express concerns that the peaceful transition
of power may not be a foregone conclusion in
2020. These are tense times.

But this scorched-earth mentality has been
building for four years...
The Democrat party has convinced itself that
whatever it takes to beat President Donald
Trump is inherently justified. And Trump
and his supporters, for their part, think the
stakes are nothing less than the devolution
of America into a socialist dystopia if the
Democrats win. This is not a recipe for a
happy nation in 2021.



CLICK

HERE

TO READ
THE WEB
VERSION
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FINAL WORD
For a man who has lived
his entire life in the public
eye, it’s impossible to miss
Joe’s habit of saying things
that are barely coherent and
often absurd.
Sitting in the background as all of this plays
out is a man whose mental state is of equally
fierce partisan discussion: Joe Biden.
It wasn’t always so. As recently as the
Democrat presidential primary a year ago,
even liberal journalists were willing to say out
loud that Joe Biden was clearly past his prime.
Vanity Fair noted that listening to Biden
was “like watching a young child wobbling
without training wheels, except there’s no
progress and the stakes are higher.”
CNN labeled him “a shadow of the witty,
vibrant politician who fired off zingers in his
debates under intense scrutiny earlier in the
21st century.”
And the New York Times went even deeper...
He takes circuitous routes to the ends of
sentences, if he finishes them at all. He
sometimes says the opposite of what he
means (“I would eliminate the capital
gains tax – I would raise the capital gains
tax” he said in this month’s debate). He
has mixed up countries, cities and dates,
embarked on off-message asides and
sometimes he simply cuts himself off.
For a man who has lived his entire life in the
public eye, it’s impossible to miss Joe’s habit
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of saying things that are barely coherent and
often absurd.
While he was serving as No. 2 under
President Barack Obama, these weaknesses
were apparent, but it was far easier for the
national media to cover up or ignore. While
the vice president may be a heartbeat away
from the presidency, as long as that heart
keeps beating, the VP is mostly a walking,
talking life insurance policy for the executive
branch. Depending on the administration,
the VP can become a serious player in
policy or get relegated to the ceremonial and
mundane.
Nobody really remembers much in the way
of accomplishments for Biden during his
eight years as VP. The most important part
of his portfolio – foreign policy – was an
unmitigated disaster for both of Obama’s
terms. Originally, the Obama team picked
Biden as VP because of his decades in the
Senate handling foreign affairs. That his
record showed a man who was reliably,
consistently, and egregiously wrong on every
major foreign policy question of the past 30
years didn’t seem to make a difference.
And don’t forget that Biden has been an alsoran in presidential politics, too...
His first attempt was in 1988, when the
Soviet Union still clung to its last gasps
of global power and the coolest gadget
you could have was a Walkman. It was an
ignominious run... collapsing in accusations
of resumé inflation and speech plagiarism. He
claimed to have marched in the Civil Rights
movement, only later to admit that no, he
hadn’t actually marched in it.

Fans of Biden politely call his tendency
to make stuff up about himself
“embellishments.” Lies would be more
accurate.
Biden ran for president again in 2007, and
unable to get past fifth place in the Democrat
primary, dropped out. He was never able to
get more than 1% of the primary vote. His
name in the polls was right alongside bizarre
curiosities in the Democrat field like Dennis
Kucinich, a man whose biggest contribution
to the election was introducing the concept
of a “United States Department of Peace” to
work against the Pentagon.
Biden was a third-tier politician with a
fourth-tier mind until the Obama team
needed a known quantity to add a little bit of
foreign policy experience.
Now Biden wants the top job again... and he
may get it.
Despite the surge of socialists like Bernie
Sanders and Elizabeth Warren during the
2019 primary, the Democrat faithful went
with Joe Biden at the last minute. He’s
the quintessential middling senator from
Delaware, his clear limitations somehow
failing to limit his rise. His campaign has
been a tightly scripted, stage-managed
presentation, mostly from the Biden basement
in Delaware. Public contact with candidate
Biden is strictly controlled by his handlers. If
he wins the presidency, he will take office at
78 years of age.

For most of the Trump opposition, none of
this seems to matter. Biden is not Trump,
and that’s good enough for them. The signs
of cognitive decline, lack of a meaningful
political platform, and hyper-controlled
campaign are a price that must be paid to get
Trump out of office.

Fans of Biden politely call
his tendency to make
stuff up about himself
“embellishments.” Lies
would be more accurate.
There's also a widespread belief in political
circles – one that Democrats won't say aloud
for fear of scaring off independents and
swing voters in key states – that Biden would
be a Trojan horse candidate for the far-left
agenda of Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez and the
Democrat hardliners. More likely is that his
imminent pick for VP will represent the real
hopes and dreams of the Democrats, as onetermer Biden becomes a bridge presidency
for his just-announced vice presidential pick
Kamala Harris.
Few will remember the predictions of today
come November, but observations have
a longer shelf life. One that is difficult to
avoid, whatever one’s politics, is the most
straightforward of all: Joe Biden is not up for
this, and his supporters simply don’t care.
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CONTRIBUTORS
Dr. David Eifrig worked in arbitrage
and trading groups with major
Wall Street investment banks,
including Goldman Sachs,
Chase Manhattan, and Yamaichi
Securities in Japan. In 1995, Dr.
Eifrig retired from Wall Street, went to
UNC-Chapel Hill medical school, and
became an ophthalmologist.
Today, he publishes a 100% free daily
e-letter on both health and wealth that
shows readers how to live a millionaire
lifestyle for far, far less. Learn more here.
Kim Iskyan is editor of the Chaos
Chronicles at American
Consequences. Kim is one of the
most experienced and welltraveled financial writers in the
world today. From covering Iran's
emerging stock market... to landing in
Ukraine in the middle of a war... to booking
a flight to Thailand as soon as martial law
was declared – Kim has been there and
helped investors figure out the risks and
the opportunities in these "blown out"
markets.
Professor Joel Litman is the chief
investment strategist at Altimetry.
He helps investors get it right
when Wall Street gets it
wrong by using a team of 90
accountants and analysts who
sift through more than 8,000 publicly
traded companies around the world.
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If you’re interested in reading more from
Joel, he publishes a free daily letter called
the Altimetry Daily Authority – where he talks
about the hidden accounting of companies
that Wall Street misses, as well as his health
experiments like intermittent fasting. You
can learn more by clicking here.
Bill McGilton is the editor for Stansberry’s
Big Trade – a speculative options
trading service aimed at profiting
from the worst corporate credit
and companies with broken
business models in America. Bill
has been a lawyer for the past 19 years,
with experience in corporate litigation
research, including securities, contracts,
anti-trust, options backdating, foreignexchange fixing, and trademark and patent
infringement.
Buck Sexton is host of the nationally
syndicated talk radio program,
The Buck Sexton Show, heard on
more than 100 stations across
the country. He’s also a former
CIA and NYC police department
intelligence officer.
Dr. Steve Sjuggerud holds an MBA and a
PhD in finance. He’s worked as
a stockbroker, vice president
of a global mutual fund, and a
hedge-fund manager. His track
record has landed him on various
television networks including stints on
Fox Business News, Bloomberg’s Taking
Stock, and CNBC, among others.
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